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Abstract
Fix a word w in a free group F on r generators. A w-random permutation in the symmetric
group SN is obtained by sampling r independent uniformly random permutations σ1, . . . , σr ∈
SN and evaluating w (σ1, . . . , σr). In [Pud14, PP15] it was shown that the average number of
fixed points in a w-random permutation is 1 + θ
(
N1−pi(w)
)
, where pi (w) is the smallest rank of
a subgroup H ≤ F containing w as a non-primitive element. We show that pi (w) plays a role
in estimates of all “natural” families of characters of symmetric groups. In particular, we show
that for all t ≥ 2, the average number of t-cycles is 1t + O
(
N−pi(w)
)
. As an application, we
prove that for every s, every ε > 0 and every large enough r, Schreier graphs with r random
generators depicting the action of SN on s-tuples, have second eigenvalue at most 2
√
2r − 1 + ε
asymptotically almost surely. An important ingredient in this work is a systematic study of
not-necessarily connected Stallings core graphs.
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1 Introduction
Fix r ∈ Z≥1. Throughout this paper we let F denote the free group on r generators. A word w ∈ F
induces a map on any finite group, w : Gr → G, by substituting the letters of w with elements of G.
This map defines a distribution on the group G: the push forward of the uniform distribution on
Gr. Equivalently, this distribution is the normalized number of times each element in G is obtained
by a substitution in w. We call this distribution the w-measure on G. For example, if w = xyxy−2,
a w-random element in G is ghgh−2 where g, h are independent, uniformly random elements of G.
More concretely, we study the expected value with respect to word measures of certain class
functions (functions invariant under conjugation). Given a class function f : G → R, we analyze
Ew [f ], the average value of this function under the w-measure on G. Word measures are constant on
conjugacy classes of G, i.e. are themselves class functions on the group G. Therefore, the expressions
Ew [f ], running over a suitable family of class functions (for example, all irreducible characters of G),
uniquely determine the w-measure on G. Several papers studying word measures on various groups
are motivated by questions from the field of free probability, where the asymptotic statistics of such
measures on families of groups was analyzed. In recent years, different works found more refined
and deeper structure in these measures. We mention some of these works in Section 1.3. This work
is the first one where non-trivial bounds are given on all “natural” families of class functions on a
given family of groups, as we now explain.
Indeed, in this paper, our focus is on word measures on the symmetric groups SN , and especially
on the following class functions. For every k ∈ Z≥1, denote
ξk (σ)
def
= #fix
(
σk
)
(1.1)
where #fix(τ) is the number of fixed points of the permutation τ . We study the expected value under
word measures of products of the ξk’s in the form of ξα11 ξ
α2
2 · · · ξαkk with k ∈ Z≥1 and α1, . . . , αk ∈
Z≥0 with
∑
αk ≥ 1. When we write Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
there is a suppressed parameter N , namely,
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
is a map N → Q, where N is mapped to the average value of this class function
under the w-measure on SN .
Main theorem
For every word w ∈ F and k, α1, . . . , αk as above, the expectation Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
is a rational
function of N , for large enough N : this is essentially a result of [Nic94], and see also Section 4
and especially Remark 31 in [LP10]. (It also follows from the analysis in the current paper.) For
example, Exyx−1y−1 [ξ1ξ2] = 3 +
4(N4−9N3+23N2−13N−1)
N(N−1)(N−2)(N−3)(N−5) for all N ≥ 6. In particular, for large
enough N , Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
can be written as a Laurent series in N . Our main goal in this paper
is to estimate the leading terms of this Laurent series expansion. The special case of ξ1 = #fix(σ),
the average number of fixed points, was studied in [Pud14, PP15]. These papers show a connection
between Ew [ξ1] and invariants of w as an element of the free group.
In order to explain these invariants, we need a few notions from the realm of free groups. A
basis of a free group is a free generating set (or, equivalently for finitely generated free groups, a
generating set of minimal size). An element w ∈ F is called primitive if it belongs to a basis of F.
The rank of the free group F, denoted rkF, is the size of a basis of F. The classical Nielsen-Schreier
theorem states that subgroups of free groups are free. The primitivity rank of a word, which plays
an important role in this paper, was first introduced in [Pud14]:
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Definition 1.1. The primitivity rank pi(w) of a word w ∈ F is the minimal rank of a subgroup
H ≤ F containing w as a non-primitive element. If there are no such subgroups, set pi (w) = ∞.
We also consider the set of critical subgroups of w defined as
Crit (w) = {H ≤ F | rkH = pi (w) , H 3 w and w non− primitive in H} .
For example, pi (w) = 0 ⇐⇒ w = 1 as the trivial word is contained in the trivial subgroup but
not as a primitive element. Words with pi (w) = 1 are precisely proper powers and if u ∈ F is not a
proper power and m ≥ 2, then Crit (um) = {〈ud〉 ∣∣ d | m, d < m}. Finally, pi (w) = ∞ if and only
if w is primitive in F, and in any other case pi (w) ≤ r = rkF [Pud14, Lemma 4.1]. The set Crit (w)
is always finite [PP15, Section 4]. We can now state the aforementioned result from [PP15].
Theorem 1.2. [PP15, Theorem 1.8] For every word w ∈ F
Ew [#fix(σ)] = 1 +
|Crit(w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
.
Since the expected number of fixed point in a uniformly random permutation is 1, the theorem
can be restated as
Ew [ξ1] = Eunif [ξ1] +
|Crit (w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
,
where Eunif [f ] is the expectation of the function f with respect to the uniform distribution on
SN . The main result of this paper is the following generalization of Theorem 1.2. The quantity〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉
appearing in the statement is defined in Page 3 below.
Theorem 1.3. For every non-power w ∈ F, and for every k ∈ N and α1, . . . , αk ∈ Z≥0, there exists
a non-negative integer Cα1,...,αk ∈ N such that
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
+ Cα1,...,αk ·
|Crit(w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
. (1.2)
Moreover, the constant Cα1,...,αk is equal to
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉
.
In particular, Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
] ≥ Eunif [ξα11 · · · ξαkk ] for all large enough N . Note that the exclu-
sion of powers in the statement of the theorem is necessary: for example, while Ex3 [ξ2] = 4 for
N ≥ 6, we have pi (x3) = 1, Crit (x3) = {〈x〉}, Eunif [ξ2] = 2 for N ≥ 2 and 〈ξ2, ξ1 − 1〉 = 1, and so
(1.2) would give in this case 2 + 1 · 1
N0
+ O
(
1
N
)
= 3 + O
(
1
N
)
, which is incorrect. However, these
expected values can still be understood. Indeed,
(
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
) (
σt
)
=
(
ξα1t · · · ξαkkt
)
(σ). Hence, we
can still obtain an approximation for the expected value of a power using the theorem. In Remark
7.3 we provide a combinatorial formula for Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
.
General class functions
Consider the abstract polynomial ring A = Q [ξ1, ξ2, . . .] in countably many variables. Every element A
f ∈ A corresponds to a class function in SN for all N . The elements analyzed in Theorem 1.3 are
precisely the monomials in A, and thus give a linear basis for A. For every class functions f, g ∈ A
and every N ∈ Z≥1, we have the ordinary inner product in SN defined as
〈f, g〉SN
def
=
1
N !
∑
σ∈SN
f (σ) · g (σ).
For every f, g ∈ A, this inner product stabilizes for large enough N – see Proposition A.1. We
denote this constant value by 〈f, g〉. In particular, note that 〈f, 1〉 = Eunif [f ] for large enough N . 〈f, g〉
The following corollary thus follows immediately from Theorem 1.3. As above, for f ∈ A we denote
by Ew [f ] a function N→ Q which maps N to the average value of f in SN under the w-measure.
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Corollary 1.4. For every class function f ∈ A and every non-power w ∈ F,
Ew [f ] = 〈f, 1〉+ 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉 · |Crit (w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
.
An interesting special case of this corollary deals with statistics of short cycles in SN . For t ∈ N,
let at (σ) denote the number of cycles of length t in the permutation σ. This is an element in A: at
for example, a2 = ξ2−ξ12 . The expected number of t-cycles in a uniformly random permutation is
1
t
(for permutations in SN and N ≥ t). For t ≥ 2, 〈at, ξ1 − 1〉 = 0 (see Appendix A for more details.)
Therefore,
Corollary 1.5. Let t ≥ 2. For every non-power w ∈ F,
Ew [at] =
1
t
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
.
Another special case of Theorem 1.3 we mention explicitly is that of the functions ξd, as they
relate to a general conjecture about word measures. This conjecture asks whether two words w1
and w2 in F inducing the same measure on every finite group are necessarily in the same orbit of
AutF. It appears, for example, as [AV11, Question 2.2] and [Sha13, Conjecture 4.2], and see also
[CMP19]. (The converse, that two words in the same orbit induce the same measure on every finite
group, is a simple observation.) The special case of this conjecture when w1 is primitive, namely,
in the orbit of the word x, was settled in [PP15]: it follows from Theorem 1.2 that in w2 induces
the same measure as x, namely, uniform measure, on SN for all N , then w2 must be primitive too.
This was generalized in [HMP20, Theorem 1.4] to show that the conjecture is true when w1 = xd
or w1 = [x, y]d for arbitrary d ∈ Z≥1.
Consider the case w1 = xd. The proof in [HMP20, Theorem 1.4] has two steps: first, it can
be shown that if w2 induces the same measures as xd then w2 = ud is a d-th power of some
non-power word u. Then it is shown that if w2 is not in the orbit of xd, then for every large
enough N , the average number of fixed points in a w2-random permutation in SN is strictly larger
than that of xd. Our results here give a quantitative version of this step. For every d ∈ Z≥1,
Eunif [ξd] = 〈ξd, 1〉 = τ (d), where τ (d) is the number of positive divisors of d, and 〈ξd, ξ1 − 1〉 = 1.
Hence,
Corollary 1.6. Assume 1 6= u ∈ F is a non-power and let w = ud for some d ∈ Z≥1. Then,
Ew [ξ1] = Eu [ξd] = τ (d) +
|Crit (u)|
Npi(u)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(u)
)
.
Families of irreducible characters
Arguably, the most important elements in the ring A of class functions are the elements correspond-
ing to families irreducible characters χ = {χN}N≥N0 (χN being an irreducible character of SN ). For
a partition λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ` > 0), denote |λ| =
∑`
i=1 λi, so λ ` |λ|. For every N ≥ λ1, consider
the partition
λ ∪ {N} = (N ≥ λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ`) ` |λ|+N.
These partitions give rise to a family of irreducible characters χ = {χN}N≥|λ|+λ1 , one for every
N ≥ |λ|+ λ1. This family corresponds to an element of A – see Appendix A. Table 1 describes the
four “simplest” families of irreducible characters in A.
Denote the set of all such families of irreducible characters by Ŝ∞. We may thus consider Ŝ∞ Ŝ∞
as a subset of A. For every χ ∈ Ŝ∞, Ew [χ] is defined for N ≥ N0 (or for every N ≥ 1 if we consider
the corresponding element of A). By orthogonality of irreducible characters, if χ 6= 1, ξ1 − 1 then
〈χ, 1〉 = 〈χ, ξ1 − 1〉 = 0, so
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Young Diagram of χ λ Element of A Poly in the at’s Dimension of χN
. . . ∅ 1 1 1
. . .
1 ξ1 − 1 a1 − 1 N − 1
. . .
2
ξ 21 +ξ2
2 − 2ξ1 a1(a1−3)2 + a2 N(N−3)2
. . .
1, 1
ξ 21 −ξ2
2 − ξ1 + 1 (a1−1)(a1−2)2 − a2 (N−1)(N−2)2
Table 1: Some families of irreducible characters belonging to A
Corollary 1.7. Let χ ∈ Ŝ∞ so that χ 6= 1, ξ1 − 1. Then, for non-powers w ∈ F,
Ew [χ] = O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
.
In fact, the elements of Ŝ∞ form, too, a linear basis of A – see Proposition A.2, and so Corollary
1.7 is equivalent to Theorem 1.3. We conjecture the following much stronger bound:
Conjecture 1.8. Let χ ∈ Ŝ∞ . Then for every w ∈ F,
Ew [χ] = O
(
1
(dimχ)pi(w)−1
)
.
The dimension dimχ is a polynomial function of N (obtained by substituting every ξj in the
corresponding polynomial in A with N). The degree of this polynomial is equal to the number of
squares outside the first row of the Young diagram, so if χ 6= 1, ξ1 − 1, the degree is greater than
1. Thus, Conjecture 1.8 is stronger (for non-powers) than Corollary 1.7. The conjecture holds for
words of primitivity rank 1, namely, for proper powers: this follows from [Nic94] and from [LP10,
Section 4]. Another known special case of this conjecture is the commutator [x, y] = xyx−1y−1:
indeed, pi ([x, y]) = 2 and already in 1896, Frobenius [Fro96] showed that E[x,y] [χ] = 1dimχ for
every finite group G and every irreducible character χ of G. Moreover, given two class functions
f1, f2 : G → R and an irreducible character χ of G, a simple application of Schur’s Lemma gives
〈f1 ∗ f2, χ〉G = 〈f1,χ〉G〈f2,χ〉Gdimχ . If w1 ∈ F (x1, . . . , xk) , w2 ∈ F (xk+1, . . . , xr) are two words generated
by disjoint sets of letters, then the w1w2-measure on G is the convolution of the w1- and the w2-
measures, and by the corollary of Schur’s Lemma, Ew1w2 [χ] =
Ew1 [χ]·Ew2 [χ]
dimχ . On the other hand,
pi(w1w2) = pi(w1) + pi(w2) [Pud14, Lemma 6.8]. Hence, knowing the conjecture for two such words
implies the claim for their product. In particular, this implies the conjecture for every product of
disjoint commutators and powers, that is, for every word of the form
w = [x1, y1] · [x2, y2] · . . . · [xr, yr] · zk11 · . . . · zkmm ∈ F (x1, . . . , xr, y1, . . . , yr, z1, . . . , zm) ,
with r,m ∈ N≥0 and k1, . . . , km ∈ Z. See Section 1.3 for generalizations of Conjecture 1.8 in other
families of groups.
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1.1 Expansion of random Schreier graphs
As an application of our results, we prove expansion properties of random Schreier graphs of the
symmetric group. If G is a d-regular graph on n vertices, its adjacency matrix has eigenvalues
d = µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µn ≥ −d,
with µ1 = d considered as a trivial eigenvalue. Denote by µ (G) the largest absolute value of a non-
trivial eigenvalue of the graph G. Namely, µ (G) = max (µ2,−µn). An expander graph is a sparse
graph with high connectivity. One standard way to measure expansion is with µ (G) – smaller µ (G)
implies better expansion (see [HLW06]). Here we study random Schreier graphs of the groups SN .
Definition 1.9. Given an action of a group G on a set X, and a tuple g1, . . . , gr ∈ G, the corre-
sponding Schreier graph is the 2r-regular graph with vertex set X and an edge x ∼ gi (x) for every
x ∈ X and i ∈ [r]. Note that we allow multiple edges as well as loops.
The group SN acts naturally on the set of s-tuples of distinct elements in [N ]
def
= {1, . . . , N}.
Choosing uniformly at random a tuple of permutations σ1, . . . , σr ∈ SN , consider the (random)
Schreier graph corresponding to this action. Denoting d = 2r, this is a random d-regular graph on
(N)s
def
= N · . . . · (N − s + 1) vertices. The fact that for a fixed s, this family of random d-regular
graphs has a uniform spectral gap with high probability is known since the work [FJR+98]. Theorem
2.1 therein states that for every ε > 0,
µ (G) ≤ (1 + ε) d
(
2
√
d− 1
d
)1/(s+1)
asymptotically almost surely (namely, with probability tending to 1 as N →∞, a.a.s. in short).
For s = 1, 2 much stronger bounds are known. Friedman [Fri08] famously proved a conjecture
of Alon and showed that for s = 1, a random d-regular graph in this model is nearly Ramanujan
in the strong sense that for every ε > 0, a.a.s. µ(G) < 2
√
d− 1 + ε. More recently, following
Bordenave’s new proof of Friedman’s theorem [Bor15], Bordenave and Collins [BC19] proved the
same result for Schreier graphs on pairs of elements, namely, for1 s = 2. It is conjectured that the
same result holds for any fixed value of s – see, for instance, [RS19, Conjecture 1.6].
In [Pud15], using a different approach, the special case of the action of SN on [N ] was studied.
It was proved that a.a.s. µ(G) < 2
√
d− 1 + 0.84. The same approach was later improved in [FP20]
to give a.a.s.
µ(G) < 2
√
d− 1 · exp
(
2
e2
√
d− 1
)
< 2
√
d− 1 + 0.6√
d− 1 . (1.3)
Here we generalize this method and prove the following bound for all values of s:
Theorem 1.10. Fix s, r ∈ N and let d = 2r. Let G be a random d-regular Schreier graph depicting
the action of r random permutations on s-tuples of distinct elements from [N ]. Then a.a.s. as
N →∞,
µ (G) < 2
√
d− 1 · exp
(
2s2
e2 (d− 1)
)
. (1.4)
For fixed s and growing d, this bound is
µ (G) < 2
√
d− 1 + 4s
2
e2
√
d− 1 +O
(
s4
(d− 1)3/2
)
.
1It is plausible that the method of proof in [BC19] can be generalized to every fixed value of s.
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In particular, for every fixed s and every ε > 0, if d is large enough, (1.4) gives that a.a.s. µ (G) <
2
√
d− 1 + ε.
Remark 1.11. The bound (1.4) is achieved by optimizing our method for large values of r (and d)
and fixed s. For specific, small values of r, the method gives better bounds. For example, for r = 2
(so d = 4) and s = 1, (1.4) gives a bound of ≈ 3.735, while the method can actually yield a bound
of ≈ 3.596 (compare with 2√3 ≈ 3.464).
Remark 1.12. Conjecture 1.8, if true, yields that the bound (1.3) holds as is also for the Schreier
graphs in Theorem 1.10, namely, a bound which is independent of s. See Remark 8.7 for more
details.
1.2 Overview of the paper
Let us briefly describe the structure of the paper. We end the introduction in Section 1.3, which
describes some fascinating evidence that the phenomena we prove and the the phenomena we con-
jecture regarding the symmetric group are, in fact, more universal. We stress that Section 1.3
is completely orthogonal to the remaining sections and the reader interested solely in our proven
results may safely skip it.
The bulk of the paper, in Sections 2 through 5 and Appendix B, is devoted to the study of the
category of not-necessarily-connected Stallings core graphs, which we call multi core graphs. Many
of the definitions around this category are not obvious and we think this part of the paper may be
of independent interest. Algebraically, this category is equivalent to the category of multisets of
conjugacy classes of finitely generated subgroups of F, introduced in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
the equivalent geometric category of multi core graphs and their morphisms, and Section 4 defines
the analogs in this category of free and algebraic extensions of subgroups of F [MVW07], as well as
the useful notion of pullbacks. Section 5 and Appendix B deal with surjective morphisms and with
the norms of morphisms, generalizing analog concepts from [Pud14]. Along the way we introduce
(Definition 3.4) and study the function Φη, of which the function Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
from Theorem 1.3
is a special case.
Section 6 follows the approach of [PP15] and proves a naive analog of Theorem 1.2 in Theorem
6.2. To get there, we introduce Möbius inversions of the function Φη in two different “categories”,
the second of which – algebraic Möbius inversions – has no analog in [PP15].
Theorem 6.2 as is does not yield anything new regarding the quantities Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
: it only
reproves Theorem 1.2 and earlier results from [Nic94, LP10]. It does explain the first constant from
the statement of Theorem 1.3: Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , 1
〉
counts the number of quotients
of Euler characteristic zero of the multi core graph Γα1,...,αk corresponding to α1 copies of 〈w〉F, α2
copies of 〈w〉F and so on.
In Section 7 we strengthen Theorem 6.2 and prove our main result, Theorem 1.3, by arguments
from combinatorial and geometric group theory. In particular, we show that the second constant
from Theorem 1.3,
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉
, counts the number of “critical algebraic morphisms” from
Γα1,...,αk which factor through the critical subgroups of w from Theorem 1.2. Most interestingly,
we use in this section a “dependence” theorem of Louder [Lou13] – Theorem 7.6 below – concerning
free quotients of certain graphs of groups. In fact, this type of dependence theorems of Louder (see
also Louder and Wilton [LW18]) fit so well into our proof here, that it suggests a deeper connection
between these theorems and Conjecture 1.8.
Finally, Section 8 contains the proof of Theorem 1.10 about random Schreier graphs of SN , and
Appendix A develops more formally the ring A of class functions introduced above.
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1.3 Similar phenomena in other families of groups
Some of the phenomena discussed above regarding word measures on the symmetric group have
parallels, at least partially, in other families of groups. The mere fact that for every natural family
of class functions f and every word w ∈ F, the expectation Ew [f ] is a rational function in the
running parameter (usually N) of the family of group, is true not only for symmetric groups [Nic94,
LP10], but also for unitary groups2 [Răd06, MŚS07], for orthogonal and compact symplectic groups
[MP19b], for natural families of class functions of GLN (Fq), where Fq is a fixed finite field [PW20],
and for some representations of generalized symmetric groups [MP20, Ord20].
However, it seems there are deeper universal phenomena which are common to all these families
of groups. In each of the above-mentioned families, there are also natural families of irreducible
characters, defined analogously to those in SN . We elaborate a bit below in the sequel of this
subsection. It seems that the primitivity rank of a word plays a role in all the above mentioned
families of groups. More precisely, we conjecture the following generalization of Conjecture 1.8:
Conjecture 1.13. Let G = {G (N)}N be a natural family of groups as those mentioned above, and
let χ = {χN}N≥N0 be a natural family of irreducible characters, so χN ∈ ˆG (N). Then for any word
w ∈ F, as N →∞,
Ew [χ] = O
(
(dimχ)1−pi(w)
)
.
Here the implied constant may depend on w, on G and on χ.
As stated, this conjecture may sound a bit vague, but it has a very concrete meaning in each of the
above mentioned families of groups. Before elaborating on what this means for each of these families,
we mention that the conjecture is trivial for w = 1, and is true for proper powers, namely, Ew [χN ] =
O (1), in all cases studied in the works mentioned above. The conjecture is also true for w = [x, y]
by [Fro96], and thus also for any word of the form w = [x1, y1] · [x2, y2] · . . . · [xr, yr] · zk11 · . . . · zkmm ,
as explained in page 5.
Unitary groups
Consider the unitary groups U (N). By analogy to ξk from (1.1), define ζk : U (N)→ C by ζk (B) =
tr
(
Bk
)
, only here k ∈ Z may also be negative, and define AU = Q [. . . , ζ−2, ζ−1, ζ1, ζ2, . . .]. In the
case of U (N), the natural families of irreducible characters referred to in Conjecture 1.13 are those
corresponding to elements in AU . In terms of highest weight vectors3, one starts with an arbitrary
highest weight vector of length N0 and adds N − N0 zeros to obtain a character of U (N) for all
N ≥ N0.
The expected value of monomials in the ζk’s under word measures is the main object of study in
[MP19a], where these values are given a topological interpretation in terms of surfaces and mapping
class groups. In particular, the defining character of U (N) is ζ1, and it satisfies [MP19a, Corollary
1.8]
Ew [ζ1] = Ew [tr (B)] = O
(
N1−2·cl(w)
)
, (1.5)
where cl (w) is the commutator length of w:
cl (w)
def
= min {g |w = [u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg] with ui, vi ∈ F} .
(If w /∈ [F,F], we say that cl (w) =∞.) Note that if w = [u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg], then w is non-primitive
in the subgroup 〈u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg〉, hence pi (w) ≤ 2g. Thus pi (w) ≤ 2 · cl (w), and (1.5) yields that
Conjecture 1.13 holds for the irreducible character ζ1.
2Given a compact group G, the w-measure on G is the pushforward, via the word map w : Gr → G, of the Haar
measure on Gr.
3For the theory of highest weight vectors see, e.g., [Bum04, Chapters 24,25].
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Moreover, there is a nice relation between general polynomial characters of U (N) and an im-
portant invariant of words called stable commutator length, which is defined as
scl (w)
def
= lim
m→∞
cl (wm)
m
.
Indeed, from [MP19a, Theorem 1.7] it follows that for every w ∈ F, ` > 0 and j1, . . . , j` ∈ Z,
Ew [ζj1 · · · ζj` ] = T rwj1 ,...,wj` (N) = O
(
Nχmax(w
j1 ,...,wj`)
)
, (1.6)
where χmax
(
wj1 , . . . , wj`
)
is the maximal Euler characteristic of a surface admissible for wj1 , . . . , wj`
[MP19a, Definition 1.2]. This is all very much related to Calegari’s works on scl. First, [Cal09,
Lemma 2.6] yields that if a surface Σ is admissible for wj1 , . . . , wj` , then
scl (w) ≤ −χ (Σ)
2 |j1 + . . .+ j`| , (1.7)
so χ (Σ) ≤ −2 · scl (w) · |j1 + . . .+ j`|, which, combined with (1.6), gives
Ew [ζj1 · · · ζj` ] = O
(
N−2·scl(w)·|j1+...+j`|
)
. (1.8)
Now consider the subring AUpoly
def
= Q [ζ1, ζ2, . . .] of AU generated by traces of positive powers of
the matrices in U (N). The irreducible characters corresponding to elements of AUpoly are families
of characters of polynomial irreducible representation U (N). In the language of highest weight
vectors, these are irreducible characters with non-negative weights. By the representation theory
of U (N), every such character corresponds to some partition µ (these are the positive weights).
Let ηµ ∈ AUpoly be the family of polynomial irreducible characters corresponding to the partition µ.
There is a simple formula expressing ηµ as a linear combination of the monomials in AUpoly. For a
partition λ = (1α12α2 . . . kαk), define the monomial ζλ
def
= ζα11 · · · ζαkk . In addition, let
zλ
def
=
∏
r
rαr · αr!.
Note that 1zλ is the probability that a random permutation in S|λ| has cycle structure λ. Finally,
given two partitions λ, ρ of m, denote the value of χρ (the irreducible character of Sm corresponding
to ρ) on a permutation with cycle structure λ by χρ (λ). The formula for the polynomial character
ηµ is
ηµ =
∑
λ`|µ|
1
zλ
χµ (λ) ζλ (1.9)
(this is basically a special case of [Sta99, Corollary 7.17.5]). For example, η1,1,1 = 16ζ
3
1 − 12ζ2ζ1 + 13ζ3.
In particular, (1.9) yields that dim ηµ is a polynomial in N of degree |µ|. We conclude from (1.8)
that for every family ηµ of polynomial irreducible characters,
Ew [ηµ] = O
(
N−2·scl(w)·|µ|
)
= O
(
(dim ηµ)
−2·scl(w)
)
. (1.10)
More strikingly, in the same paper [Cal09], Calegari also proves that every word w admits
extremal surfaces: these are surfaces admissible for wj1 , . . . , wj` for some ` > 0 and positive
j1, . . . , j` > 0, such that there is equality in (1.7). In particular, scl (w) is rational for every w, which
is the main result of [Cal09]. As explained in [MP19a, Section 5.1], for such values of j1, . . . , j` > 0
admitting extremal surfaces, (1.6) becomes
Ew [ζj1 , . . . , ζj` ] = # {extremal surfaces} ·N−2·scl(w)(j1+...+j`)
(
1 +O
(
N−2
))
.
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Now consider ηk, the irreducible polynomial character of U (N) corresponding to the partition (k).
In this case, χ(k) is the trivial character of Sk, and so (1.9) becomes
ηk =
∑
λ`k
1
zλ
ζλ.
Because the coefficients here are all positive, the positive contribution of extremal surfaces to Ew [ηk]
cannot be balanced out. So, if w admits extremal surfaces with j1 + . . .+ j` = k, then4
Ew [ηk] = Θ
(
(dim ηk)
−2·scl(w)
)
. (1.11)
From (1.10) and (1.11) we conclude that in the case of families of polynomial irreducible characters
of U (N), Conjecture 1.13 is equivalent to the following one.
Conjecture 1.14. For any w ∈ F,
pi (w) ≤ 2 · scl (w) + 1.
This conjecture was verified numerically for various words – see, for instance, [CH20, Proposition
4.4]. In fact, Heuer arrived to the exact same conjecture independently [Heu19, Conjecture 6.3.2],
based entirely on computer experiments!
We stress that [MP19a] does not provide such sharp bounds for general, non-polynomial, char-
acters of U (N). For example, the irreducible character with highest weight vector (1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)
is of dimension N2 − 1 and is equal to ζ1ζ−1 − 1. One can infer from the analysis of admissible
surfaces of Euler characteristic zero that for non-powers, Ew = O
(
N−2
)
. Yet Conjecture 1.13 says,
in this case, that it should be of order O
(
N2(1−pi(w))
)
, which is open when pi (w) ≥ 3.
Orthogonal and symplectic groups
In the case of the orthogonal group O (N) and compact symplectic group Sp (N), the defining
standard representation (N -dimensional in the case of O (N), 2N -dimensional for Sp (N)) has real
trace, and for a matrix B in the defining representation, tr
(
B−k
)
= tr
(
Bk
)
. So here the ring of
class functions is Q [ζ1, ζ2, . . .] with ζk (B)
def
= tr
(
BK
)
. The paper [MP19b] studies monomials in
the ζk’s and describe their expected value under word measures in terms of, again, surfaces and
mapping class groups. There is one case where the general result there translates into a concrete
algebraic bound: the standard character ζ1. Corollary 1.10 in [MP19b] states that for both O (N)
and Sp (N),
Ew [ζ1] = O
(
N1−min(sql(w),2·cl(w))
)
,
where
sql (w)
def
= min
{
g
∣∣w = u 21 · · ·u2g with ui ∈ F} .
As argued above, this shows that Conjecture 1.13 holds for this character. We do not have significant
evidence towards conjecture 1.13 in the case of other characters.
Generalized symmetric group
Consider either the groups {Cm o SN}N where Cm is a fixed cyclic group of order m, or
{
S1 o SN
}
N
where S1 = R/Z. One can define here too natural families of irreducible character. The standard
4We use the notation f = Θ (g) if these are two functions of N ∈ N satisfying f = O (g) and g = O (f).
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character ζ1, that of the standard N -dimensional representation, is irreducible. In [MP20, Theorem
1.11], it is shown that
Ew [ζ1] =
{
Dmw ·Nχm(w) +O
(
Nχm(w)−1
)
if G (N) = Cm o SN
D∞w ·Nχ∞(w) +O
(
Nχ∞(w)−1
)
if G (N) = S1 o SN .
Here, χm (w) is the minimal Euler characteristic5 of a subgroup H ≤ F such that
w ∈ ker (H  C rkHm ), and Dmw is the number of such subgroups of minimal rank. Similarly,
χ∞ (w) is the minimal Euler characteristic of a subgroup H ≤ F such that w ∈ [H,H], and D∞w is
the number of such subgroups of minimal rank. If w ∈ ker (H  C rkHm ) or w ∈ [H,H], then w is a
non-primitive element of H. Thus, in all these cases Ew [ζ1] = O
(
N1−pi(w)
)
and, again, Conjecture
1.13 holds. More evidence towards Conjecture 1.13 in these families of groups is found in [Ord20].
Matrix Groups over finite fields
Finally, fix a finite field Fq and consider a family of groups such as {GLN (Fq)}N . The ring of
class functions corresponding to this family of groups can be constructed as follows. Consider the
multiplicative group of the algebraic closure M = Fq
∗. For every complex linear character θ ∈ Mˆ
and every positive integer k, define the class function ζk,θ : GLN (Fq)→ C by
ζk,θ (B) =
N∑
i=1
θ
(
x ki
)
,
where x1, . . . , xN ∈ M are the eigenvalues of B (as an element of GLN
(
Fq
)
). Then let A def=
Q [{ζk,θ}] be the ring of polynomials in the ζk,θ, and consider elements of A corresponding to
irreducible characters of {GLN (Fq)}N (for every large enough N). Such families of characters
are the ones Conjecture 1.13 relates to in this case. In [PW20] it is shown that for every such
family χ of characters, Ew [χ] is equal to a rational expression in qN . For example, one such
family of irreducible characters is given by the permutation-representation given by the action
of GLN (Fq) on the projective space PN−1 (Fq) minus the trivial representation. The resulting
irreducible representation has dimension q
N−q
q−1 . If χ is the corresponding character, Conjecture 1.13
says that in this case one should have Ew [χ] = O
((
qN
)1−pi(w)).
2 From words to subgroups
We now consider a few generalizations of our object of study that will be crucial for the remainder
of the paper. The quantities we wish to study are of the form
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Eσ1,...,σr∈SN
[
#fix (w (σ1, . . . , σr))
α1 · . . . ·#fix
(
wk (σ1, . . . , σr)
)αk]
.
Assume that w is written in the ordered basis B = {b1, . . . , br} of F. Choosing a uniformly random
r-tuple of permutations from SN is the same as choosing at random an homomorphism ϕ : F→ SN ,
as ϕ (b1) , . . . , ϕ (br) is a uniformly random r-tuple of permutations. Replacing the letters of w by
the permutations ϕ (b1) , . . . , ϕ (br), we obtain the permutation ϕ (w). Hence,
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Eϕ∈Hom(F,SN )
[
#fix (ϕ (w))α1 · . . . ·#fix
(
ϕ
(
wk
))αk]
. (2.1)
5χ (H) = 1− rkH.
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Following [PP15], the first step in our analysis is to generalize the function we study. This general-
ization is crucial for the next steps. The most straightforward generalization is to consider quantities
of the form
Eϕ∈Hom(F,SN ) [#fix (ϕ (w1)) · . . . ·#fix (ϕ (w`))] , (2.2)
for arbitrary words w1, . . . , w` ∈ F. Next, we generalize from fixed points of a word to common
fixed points of several words, or, equivalently, to common fixed points of subgroups: note that
given a finite set of words w1, . . . , wt ∈ F, an element i ∈ [N ] is a common fixed point of all the
permutations ϕ (w1) , . . . , ϕ (wt) if and only if it is a common fixed point of all the permutations in
the subgroup ϕ (H) ≤ SN where H = 〈w1, . . . , wt〉 ≤ F. For H ≤ F we denote by #fix (ϕ (H)) the
number of common fixed points of ϕ (H). We extend the function we wish to study to quantities of
the form
Eϕ∈Hom(F,SN ) [#fix (ϕ (H1)) · . . . ·#fix (ϕ (H`))] , (2.3)
where H1, . . . ,H` ≤ F are f.g. (finitely generated) subgroups of F.
If H,H ′ ≤ F are conjugate subgroups then #fix (ϕ (H)) = #fix (ϕ (H ′)). Therefore, (2.3)
depends, in fact, on a multiset of conjugacy classes of non-trivial f.g. subgroups of F. We shall work
in the category of these objects, which we denoteMOCC (F). MOCC (F)
Finally, assume that there are two multisets of non-trivial f.g. subgroups H1, . . . ,H` ≤ F and
J1, . . . , Jm ≤ F, and that there is a map f : [`] → [m], such that Hi ≤ Jf(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `. Let
{ϕj : Jj → SN}mj=1 be independent, uniformly random homomorphisms. Our final generalization of
the object of study is to
E{ϕj∈Hom(Jj ,SN )}mj=1
[
#fix
(
ϕf(1) (H1)
) · . . . ·#fix (ϕf(`) (H`))] . (2.4)
In the following section we will use the following formal definition of morphisms in the category
MOCC (F), which arises naturally from the above-mentioned generalizations of our object of study:
Definition 2.1. Let H = {HF1 , . . . ,HF` } and J = {JF1 , . . . , JFm} be two elements of MOCC (F).
A morphism η : H → J consists of a map f : [`] → [m] and a choice of representatives H1 ∈
HF1 , . . . ,H` ∈ HF` , J1 ∈ JF1 , . . . , Jm ∈ JFm so that Hi ≤ Jf(i) for all i ∈ [`].
Given f : [`] → [m], two different choices of representatives as in Definition 2.1 may yield
equivalent morphisms. We defer the exact definition of this equivalence to the next section, where
we give a geometric description of the categoryMOCC (F) in terms of multi core graphs.
Remark 2.2. We made several non-obvious choices in our definitions in the current section of the
categoryMOCC (F), and in the equivalent categoriesMuCGB (F) defined in the next section. For
example, one could consider multi core graphs with k ordered basepoints for some fixed k. Even in
the category of multicore graphs without basepoints, we made the non-obvious choice of excluding
the trivial subgroup of F, and not demanding in Definition 2.1 that the map f : [`] → [m] be
surjective. There are good arguments for not making these choices. For example, restricting to
surjective maps [`]→ [m] would simplify the statement of Proposition 4.3(3) as well as of Definition
5.2, and imply that the norm ‖η‖ of a morphism η (see Definition 5.2) is zero if and only if it is
an isomorphism. However, pullbacks exist as simply and neatly as stated in page 17 only if the
image of a morphism may avoid some of the components in its codomain and if the trivial group is
excluded. In addition, non-surjective morphisms allow us to have the empty set as an element in
MOCC (F) with a unique morphism to any other element. Avoiding trivial subgroups also means
that the Euler characteristic of multi core graphs (see Definition 3.3 below) is always non-positive,
which is convenient. Notice that the affect of adding a trivial subgroup to the multiset in (2.3)
would be a multiplication of the expectation by N .
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3 Multi core graphs
We use core graphs, and more generally multi core graphs, as a geometric picture of the multisets
of subgroups considered above.
3.1 Core graphs
Let B = {b1, . . . , br} be a basis of F, and consider the bouquet XB of r circles with distinct labels
from B and arbitrary orientations and with wedge point o. Then pi1 (XB, o) is naturally identified
with F. The notion of (B-labeled) core graphs, introduced in [Sta83], refers to finite6, connected
graphs with every vertex having degree at least two (so no leaves and no isolated vertices), that
come with a graph morphism to XB which is an immersion, namely, locally injective. In other
words, this is a finite connected graph with at least one edge and no leaves, with edges that are
directed and labeled by the elements of B, such that for every vertex v and every b ∈ B, there is
at most one incoming b-edge and at most one outgoing b-edge at v. We stress that multiple edges
between two vertices and loops at vertices are allowed.
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between finite B-labeled core graphs and conjugacy
classes of non-trivial f.g. subgroups of F. Indeed, given a core graph Γ as above, pick an arbitrary
vertex v and consider the “labeled fundamental group” pilab1 (Γ, v): closed paths in a graph with
oriented andB-labeled edges correspond to words in the elements of B. In other words, if p : Γ→ XB
is the immersion, then pilab1 (Γ, v) is the subgroup p∗ (pi1 (Γ, v)) of pi1 (XB, o) = F. The conjugacy
class of pilab1 (Γ, v) is independent of the choice of v and is the conjugacy class corresponding to Γ.
We denote it by pilab1 (Γ).
Conversely, if H ≤ F is a non-trivial f.g. subgroup, the conjugacy class HF corresponds to a
finite core graph, denoted ΓB
(
HF
)
, which can be obtained in different manners. For example, let
Υ be the topological covering space of XB corresponding to HF, which is equal in this case to the
Schreier graph depicting the action of F on the right cosets of H with respect to the generators B.
Then ΓB
(
HF
)
is obtained from Υ by ’pruning all hanging trees’, or, equivalently, as the union of
all non-backtracking cycles in Υ. One can also construct ΓB
(
HF
)
from any finite generating set of
H using “Stallings foldings” – see [Sta83, KM02, Pud14, PP15] for more details about foldings and
about core graphs in general.
3.2 Multi core graphs and their morphisms
Here, we consider core graphs which are not necessarily connected:
Definition 3.1. Let B be a basis of F. A B-labeled multi core graph is a disjoint union of finitely
many core graphs. In other words, this is a finite graph, not necessarily connected, with no leaves
and no isolated vertices, and which comes with an immersion to XB. We denote the set of B-labeled
multi core graphs byMuCGB (F). MuCGB (F)
Because a connected core graph corresponds to a conjugacy class of non-trivial f.g. subgroups
of F, a multi core graph corresponds to a multiset of such objects. Therefore, every basis B of F
gives rise to a one-to-one correspondence
MuCGB (F) ={
B−labeled
multi core graphs
}
←→
MOCC (F) ={
finite multisets of conjugacy classes
of non− trivial f.g. subgroups of F
}
. (3.1)
For a multi core graph Γ ∈ MuCGB (F) we let pilab1 (Γ) denote the corresponding multiset in pilab1 (Γ)
MOCC (F), and for a multiset H ∈ MOCC (F) we let ΓB (H) denote the corresponding multi ΓB (H)
6One may include also infinite core graphs in the definition, but these are not needed in the current paper.
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core graph.
Definition 3.2. A morphism η : Γ→ ∆ between B-labeled multi core graphs is a graph-morphism
which commutes with the immersions p, q to XB.
Γ
p
  
η // ∆
q
}}
XB
In particular, the morphism η is itself an immersion, and it preserves the orientations and
labels of the edges. To get a description of η in terms of subgroups à la Definition 2.1, assume
that Γ consists of ` components Γ1, . . . ,Γ` and that ∆ consists of m components ∆1, . . . ,∆m. Let
f : [`] → [m] be the induced map on connected components, so η (Γi) ⊆ ∆f(i). For every i ∈ [`],
pick an arbitrary vertex vi ∈ Γi and let Hi = pilab1 (Γi, vi). As η is an immersion, it induces injective
maps at the level of fundamental groups: indeed, any non-backtracking cycle in Γ is mapped to a
non-backtracking cycle in ∆. Therefore, η can be thought of as the embedding, for all i ∈ [`],
Hi ↪→ pi1
(
∆f(i), η (vi)
)
. (3.2)
We still need to conjugate the images in (3.2) so that they all sit in the same subgroups in the
conjugacy class of subgroups of ∆j . Formally, pick an arbitrary vertex pk ∈ ∆k for all k ∈ [m] and
let Jk = pi1 (∆k, pk). For every i ∈ [`], let ui ∈ F satisfy ui
[
pi1
(
∆f(i), η (pi)
)]
u−1i = Jf(i). So now
uiHiu
−1
i ≤ Jf(i), and we get a morphism as in Definition 2.1.
Conversely, every embedding of subgroups H ↪→ J of F gives rise to a morphism of core graphs
ΓB (H)→ ΓB (J). Indeed, if one considers the entire covering space ΥH of XB corresponding to H,
there is certainly a morphism to ΥJ , the one corresponding to J . Because every non-backtracking
closed path in ΥH is mapped to a non-backtracking closed path in ΥJ (being non-backtracking is
a local property), we see that the image of ΓB (H) is contained in ΓB (J). Thus any morphism in
MOCC (F) as in Definition 2.1, gives rise to a morphism of the corresponding multi core graphs. We
say that two morphisms inMOCC (F) are identical, if they induce the same morphism of multi core
graphs. This equivalence of morphisms in MOCC (F) can also be defined in completely algebraic
terms, and, in particular, it does not depend on the basis B.
Throughout the text we use the following three important invariants of multi core graphs.
Definition 3.3. Let Γ ∈MuCGB (F) be a multi core graph and H = pilab1 (Γ) =
{
HF1 , . . . ,H
F
`
}
the
corresponding multiset in MOCC (F). We denote by rkH = rkΓ the sum of ranks of H1, . . . ,H`, rkΓ, rkH
by χ (Γ) = χ (H) def= #V (Γ) − #E (Γ) the Euler characteristic of Γ, and by c (Γ) = c (H) the c (Γ) , c (H)
number of connected components of Γ (which is ` in the current notation). These three quantities
are related by rkΓ + χ (Γ) = c (Γ). Note that as we exluded the trivial subgroup, χ (Γ) ≤ 0 for all
Γ ∈MuCGB (F).
We are now able to define another form of the function Φ as in (2.4), which depends on a
morphism of multi core graphs:
Definition 3.4. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Assume that pilab1 (Γ) ={
HF1 , . . . ,H
F
`
}
and pilab1 (∆) =
{
JF1 , . . . , J
F
m
}
. As above, let f : [`] → [m] correspond to η, and
assume that uiHiu−1i ≤ Jf(i) for some ui ∈ F for all i ∈ [`] be the embedding corresponding to η.
Let {ϕk : Jk → SN}mk=1 be independent, uniformly random homomorphisms. Define Φη
Φη (N)
def
= E{ϕk∈Hom(Jk,SN )}mk=1
[
#fix
(
ϕf(1)
(
u1H1u
−1
1
)) · . . . ·#fix (ϕf(`) (u`H`u−1` ))] .
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Figure 3.1: Let F2 have basis B = {x, y}, and let w = yxyxy−2 ∈ F2. The multi core graph in
the top part of the figure is Γ = ΓB (H) where H =
{
〈w〉F2 , 〈w〉F2 , 〈w2〉F2 , 〈w3〉F2}. The bottom
part shows the bouquet XB. There is a single morphism of multi core graphs between these two,
and we denote it by η. We have Φη = Ew
[
ξ 21 ξ2ξ3
]
, where Φη is defined in Definition 3.4.
Example 3.5. For id : Γ → Γ, we have Φid (N) = Nχ(Γ). Indeed, the value of Φ is multiplicative
with respect to the different connected components of the codomain. In a component Γ′ of rank k,
the probability that k independent permutations fix some i ∈ [N ] is 1
Nk
, so the expected number of
common fixed points is N1−k = Nχ(Γ′).
Example 3.6. To illustrate, we present the geometric picture, in terms of multi core graph, of the
object of study this paper began with – Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
. Here there is a multiset H ∈ MOCC (F)
of size α1 + . . . + αk, with α1 copies of 〈w〉F, α2 copies of
〈
w2
〉F, and so on. The corresponding
multi core graph Γ = ΓB (H) consists of α1 disjoint copies of a cycle of length |w|c depicting
w, together with α2 disjoint copies of a cycle of length
∣∣w2∣∣
c
depicting w2, and so on, where |w|c
denotes the length of the cyclic reduction of w. The second multiset J ∈MOCC (F) is the singleton{
FF
}
= {{F}}, corresponding to the (multi) core graph XB. There is only one possible morphism
η : Γ → XB which is the immersion from Definition 3.1. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this
case we have
Φη = Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
.
As explained in [PP15, Section 6] for the simpler case analyzed there, Φη (N) can also be given the
following completely geometric interpretation. Let ∆̂N be a random N -sheeted covering space of ∆,
defined as follows. Its vertex-set is V (∆)× [N ]. For every directed edge e = (u, v) ∈ E (∆), choose
uniformly at random a permutation σe ∈ SN , and introduce in ∆̂N a directed edge (u, i)→ (v, σe(i))
with the same label as e for every i ∈ [N ]. This is indeed an N -sheeted covering of ∆ with the
projection (u, i) 7→ u and ((u, i) , (v, σe (i)))→ e.
Proposition 3.7. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Then Φη (N) is equal to the
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average number of lifts of η to the random N -covering ∆̂N .
∆̂N
p

Γ η
//
#
>>
∆
Proof. By multiplicativity of Φη, it suffices to prove the claim assuming that ∆ is connected. Then
the proposition practically reduces to [PP15, Lemma 6.2].
4 Free and algebraic morphisms
A subgroup H of a free group F is called a free factor of F, and F a free extension of H, denoted
H
∗≤ F, if it is generated by some subset of a basis of F. Equivalently, this means that there is
another subgroup K ≤ F, such that F = H ∗K. The useful notion of an algebraic extensions of
free groups is defined as follows (see [MVW07] for a survey):
Definition 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of the free group F. Then F is an algebraic extension of
H, denoted H ≤alg F, if there is no intermediate proper free factor of F. Namely, if whenever
H ≤ J ∗≤ F , we have J = F.
Given a morphism of connected core graphs, we may say it is free (algebraic) if the induced
map in the level of fundamental groups gives a free (algebraic, respectively) extension of groups. A
crucial ingredient of our argument is to find the right generalizations of these notions to morphisms
of multi core graphs. We start with free morphisms.
4.1 Free morphisms
Definition 4.2. If H1, . . . ,H` are subgroups of the free group J , we say that J is a free extension
of the multiset {H1, . . . ,H`}, denoted {H1, . . . ,H`}
∗≤ J , if J decomposes as a free product
J =
(
∗`i=1jiHij−1i
)
∗K
for some conjugate subgroup jiHij−1i of Hi (so ji ∈ J) and some subgroup K ≤ J .
Now let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs with ∆ connected. As explained in
Section 3.2, one can pick an arbitrary subgroup J in the single conjugacy class in pilab1 (∆), and
for every component Γ1, . . . ,Γ` of Γ, a suitable subgroup Hi so that Hi ≤ J . Say that η is a free
morphism if {H1, . . . ,H`}
∗≤ J . Finally, say that a general morphism η : Γ → ∆ of multi core
graphs is free if η
∣∣∣
η−1(∆′)
: η−1 (∆′)→ ∆′ is free for every connected component ∆′ of ∆.
The definition of a free morphism does not depend on any of the choices made: not on the
choice of J and not on the choice of the Hi’s. The following theorem states some properties of free
morphisms. In particular, it shows that the set of multi core graphs together with free morphisms
form a valid category. By an injective morphism we mean a morphism which is both edge-injective
and vertex-injective.
Proposition 4.3. 1. Every injective morphism of multi core graphs is free. In particular, the
identity morphism is free.
2. The composition of two free morphisms is free.
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3. If η : Γ→ ∆ is a free morphism of multi core graphs, then χ (∆) ≤ χ (Γ), with equality if and
only if (i) η induces an isomorphism between Γ and the connected components of ∆ meeting
Im (η), and (ii) the remaining connected components of ∆ are cycles.
4. If • ϕ //
η
++•
ψ
// • is a composition of morphisms with ψ free, then Φϕ = Φη.
Proof. Item 1 is a generalization of the fact that if (Γ1, v1) ↪→ (Γ2, v2) is an embedding of connected,
pointed graphs, then pi1 (Γ1, v1)
∗≤ pi1 (Γ2, v2) – the proof in the case that several connected com-
ponents in the domain are mapped to a single component in the codomain is straightforward (the
simple idea of the proof also appears in the proof of Lemma 4.4 below). Item 2 is a straightforward
generalization of the transitivity of free extensions in free groups. Item 3 follows from the fact that
if {H1, . . . ,H`}
∗≤ J , then ∑`i=1 rkHi ≤ rkJ , and so
χ
(
ΓB
({
HF1 , . . . ,H
F
`
}))
= `−
∑`
i=1
rkHi ≥ 1− rkJ = χ
(
ΓB
(
JF
))
,
with equality if and only if ` = 1 and H1 = J . Finally, item 4 is a straightforward generalization of
the corresponding claim for connected core graphs – see, e.g., [PP15, Remark 5.2].
We end this subsection with two lemmas concerning free morphisms that we need in Section
4.2. Lemma 4.4 generalizes the fact that injective morphisms are free. Lemma 4.5 generalizes the
fact that if H ≤ F and K ∗≤ F are all free groups, then H ∩K ∗≤ H (e.g., [PP15, Claim 3.9]).
Lemma 4.4. Let Γ be a multi core graph. Let P be a partition of a subset of the edge-set of Γ. For
every block β ∈ P, consider the multi core graph Σβ obtained by deleting from Γ the edges outside
β, and then recursively pruning all leaves and deleting isolated vertices. Let Σ =
⊔
β∈P Σβ be the
multi core graph obtained as the disjoint union of the Σβ’s. The embeddings Σβ ↪→ Γ give rise to a
morphism η : Σ→ Γ. Then η is free.
Proof. Because freeness of morphisms is tested in every connected component of the codomain
separately, we may assume Γ is connected. Fix a basepoint ⊗ and a spanning tree T in Γ. Let
J = pilab1 (Γ,⊗). An arbitrary orientation of the edges of Γ outside T standardly gives rise to a basis
of J . We shall construct a similar basis which shows the freeness of η.
Let Λ be an arbitrary connected component of Σ, embedded in Γ. Note that T ∩ Λ is a forest
inside Λ, which can be extended to a spanning tree TΛ of Λ. Fix TΛ for every Λ. For every edge
e ∈ (⋃Λ TΛ) \ T , orient e arbitrarily, and let je = u1−→e u2 ∈ J , where u1 ∈ F corresponds to the
path through T from ⊗ to the tail of e and u2 ∈ F to the path through T from the head of e to ⊗.
Let Co be the set of all such elements of J obtained from all edges in (
⋃
Λ TΛ) \ T .
For all Λ, let ⊗Λ be a fixed basepoint of Λ and uΛ ∈ F be the path from ⊗ to ⊗Λ through
T . Construct a basis C ′Λ for HΛ
def
= pilab1 (Λ,⊗Λ) using TΛ, and note that CΛ def= uΛC ′Λu−1Λ
def
={
uΛcu
−1
Λ
∣∣ c ∈ C ′Λ} is a basis for uΛHΛu−1Λ , which is a subgroup of J . Now Co ∪⋃ΛCΛ is a basis of
J which shows that indeed
{HΛ}Λ
∗≤ J,
namely, η is free.
There is a natural notion of pullback in the equivalent categoriesMOCC (F) andMuCGB (F).
It is very similar to the well-established notion of pullback in the case of connected core graphs
(e.g., [Sta83, Sections 1.3 and 5.5]). If η1 : Γ1 → ∆ and η2 : Γ2 → ∆ are morphisms, the pullback is
the multi core graph Σ defined as follows: begin with the graph Σ′ with vertex-set
{(u1, u2) |ui a vertex of Γi, η1 (u1) = η2 (u2)} ,
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and edge-set defined analogously, where the edge (e1, e2) begins at the pair of tails and ends at
the pair of heads. Then, recursively remove all leaves and isolated vertices to obtain Σ. There
are natural moprhisms σi : Σ → Γi, i = 1, 2, defined as the projection to the ith coordinate. This
pullback satisfies the universal property of pullbacks: for every pair of morphisms γ1 : Λ → Γ1,
γ2 : Λ→ Γ2 such that η1 ◦ γ1 = η2 ◦ γ2, there is a unique γ : Λ→ Σ such that the following diagram
commutes:
Λ
∃!γ
  
γ1

γ2
))
Σ
σ1 //
σ2

Γ1
η1

Γ2 η2
// ∆
In algebraic terms, the connected component of (u1, u2) in the pullback Σ corresponds to the
conjugacy class in pilab1 (∆, η1 (u1)) of pilab1 (Γ1, u1) ∩ pilab1 (Γ2, u2). In total, for every connected
components G1 of Γ1 and G2 of Γ2 which are mapped to same component D of ∆, let J be a
representative of the conjugacy class pilab1 (D), and let Hi be a representative of pilab1 (Gi) such
that H1, H2 ≤ J agree with the moprhisms η1, η2. Then there is one connected component in the
pullback Σ for every non-trivial conjugacy class of subgroups of J in the set
{
H1 ∩ jH2j−1
}
j∈J .
Most importantly, the pullback construction can be completely defined in the categoryMOCC (F),
and is thus basis-independent.
Lemma 4.5. In notation as above, if η1 : Γ1 → ∆ and η2 : Γ2 → ∆ are morphisms with η2 free and
(Σ, σ1, σ2) is the pullback, then σ1 : Σ→ Γ1 is also free.
Σ ∗
σ1 //
σ2

Γ1
η1

Γ2 η2
∗ // ∆
(4.1)
Proof. Note that in the diagram (4.1), there is no interaction between components of Γ1,Γ2 and Σ
which are mapped to different components of ∆, and recall that freeness is tested independently in
every connected component of the codomain. Thus, we may assume that ∆ is connected. Because
the pullback can be constructed in pure algebraic terms, we may assume J = pilab1 (∆, v) is the
ambient free group (v is some arbitrary vertex in ∆), and pick a basis Q of J which extends a basis
for the components of Γ2. Namely, every component of Γ2 corresponds to the conjugacy class of
the subgroup generated by some subset of Q, and the different subsets are disjoint. The geometric
picture in this basis is that ∆ and every component of Γ2 are bouquets (a single vertex with several
loops).
But now, for every component of Γ2, let β ⊆ Q be the corresponding subset of basis elements.
This gives rise to a partition of a subset of the edge-set of Γ1, with one block consisting of all edges
colored by elements from β, for every component of Γ2. It is easy to see that the pullback Σ is
identical to the construction described in Lemma 4.4 with respect to this partition of the edges of
Γ2, and thus σ1 is free.
4.2 Algebraic morphisms
We turn to defining our generalization of the notion of algebraic extensions.
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Definition 4.6. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. We say that η is algebraic if
whenever Γ
η1−→ Σ η2−→ ∆ is a decomposition of η with η2 free, we have that η2 is an isomorphism.
Because the definition of a free morphism is basis-independent, so is the definition of an algebraic
morphism. The following theorem lists some important properties of algebraic morphisms. In
particular, it shows that the set of multi core graphs together with algebraic morphisms form a
valid category.
Theorem 4.7. 1. Every algebraic morphism of multi core graphs is surjective.
2. The identity morphism is algebraic.
3. The composition of two algebraic morphisms is algebraic.
Proof. Every η : Γ → ∆ decomposes as Γ η1 Σ η2↪→ ∆, where Σ is the image of η and η2 is its
embedding in ∆. Note that the Σ may contain multiple components which are embedded in the
same component of ∆. By Proposition 4.3(1), η2 is free. Thus η cannot be algebraic unless η2 is an
isomorphism, namely, η is surjective. This shows item 1.
For item 2, note that any decomposition of an identity morphism id : Γ → Γ is through an
injective and surjective morphisms: Γ
η1
↪→ Σ η2 Γ. Then η1 is free by Proposition 4.3(1). If we
assume that η2 is also free, we obtain, by Proposition 4.3(3), that χ (Σ) = χ (Γ), and that both η1
and η2 are isomorphisms.
Finally, assume that Λ η1→ Γ η2→ ∆ is a chain of two algebraic morphisms. Assume that there is
a decomposition of η2 ◦ η1 as Λ γ1→ Γ′ γ2→ ∆, with γ2 free. Let Σ be the pullback of η2 and γ2 and
γ : Λ → Σ the unique morphism so that Diagram (4.2) commutes. By Lemma 4.5, σ1 is free. In
the notation of Diagram (4.2), we obtain that Λ γ→ Σ σ1→∗ ∆ is a decomposition of the algebraic η1,
hence σ1 is an isomorphism.
Λ
γ

η1

γ1
**
Σ ∗
σ1 //
σ2

Γ
η2

Γ′ γ2
∗ // Λ
(4.2)
But now Σ η2◦σ1→ Λ is algebraic (because η2 is), and so in its decomposition Σ σ2→ Γ′ γ2→∗ Λ, γ2 must
be an isomorphism too. This proves that η2 ◦ η1 is algebraic.
Remark 4.8. It is easy to come up with surjective morphisms inMuCGB (F) that are not algebraic:
consider, for instance, the morphism from • x **•
y
jj to •x "" y|| . Theorem 4.7(1) says that if
η : H → J is an algebraic morphism in MOCC (F), then it is surjective in MuCGB (F) for any
basis B of F. It is a subtle matter to understand if this has some converse – see [MVW07, PP14,
Kol20, MV20].
4.3 The algebraic-free decomposition of morphisms
Theorem 4.9. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Then there is a decomposition
Γ
algebraic
ϕ //
η
%%
Σ
free
ψ // ∆
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η = ψ ◦ϕ such that ϕ is algebraic and ψ is a free. This decomposition is unique in the sense that if
Γ
alg
ϕ′ // Σ′ ∗
ψ′ // ∆ is another such decomposition of η, then there is an isomorphism of Σ and Σ′
which commutes with the two decompositions of η.
Moreover, this decomposition is universal in the following sense: for every other decomposition
Γ
ϕ′ // Σ′
ψ′ // ∆ of η,
1. if ϕ′ is algebraic, ϕ factors through ϕ′ (namely, ∃θ with ϕ = θ ◦ ϕ′), and
2. if ψ′ free, ψ factors through ψ′ (namely, ∃θ with ψ = ψ′ ◦ θ).
Σ′
$$
∃θ
  
Γ
alg
ϕ //
alg
ϕ′ 22
//
Σ ∗
ψ //
∃θ′
  
∆
Σ′′ ∗
ψ′
LL
Note that by definitions, in the first case θ must be algebraic, and in the second case θ must be
free.
Proof. Assume we work in the categoryMuCGB (F). Consider all decompositions of η as Γ ϕ // Σ ∗
ψ // ∆
with ψ free and ϕ surjective (in the terminology of Section 5, ψ is B-surjective). There is at least
one such decomposition: the decomposition of η to a surjective and an injective morphisms. Euler
characteristics of multi core graphs are non-positive, and so among such decompositions, we may
pick one with χ (Σ) maximal. We fix this triple of Σ, ϕ, ψ. By Proposition 4.3(3), ϕ is algebraic.
This proves the existence of the algebraic-free decomposition.
Assume that Γ
alg
ϕ′ // Σ′ ∗
ψ′ // ∆ is another such decomposition. Let Λ be the pullback of ψ
and ψ′ as in the following diagram. By Lemma 4.5, σ and σ′ are free morphisms. But ϕ and ϕ′ are
algebraic, and so σ and σ′ must be isomorphisms. This proves the uniqueness of the algebraic-free
decomposition.
Σ′
ψ′
∗

Γ
alg
ϕ
//
ϕ′
alg //
θ // Λ
σ′
??
σ
  
∆
Σ ∗
ψ
DD
(4.3)
Now let Γ
alg
ϕ′ // Σ′
ψ′ // ∆ be another decomposition of η with ϕ′ algebraic, but ψ′ not necessarily
free. Let again (Λ, σ, σ′) be the pullback of ψ and ψ′ as in Diagram (4.3). As ψ is free, so is σ′, by
Lemma 4.5. But ϕ′ is algebraic and so σ′ is an isomorphism, and σ◦(σ′)−1 is the required morphism
Σ′ → Σ.
Finally, if Γ
ϕ′ // Σ′ ∗
ψ′ // ∆ is another decomposition of η with ψ′ free, but ϕ′ not necessarily
algebraic, then by Lemma 4.5 again, σ (and σ′) are free. Let Λ be the image of θ in Λ and σ the
restriction of σ to Λ. As ϕ is surjective, so is σ. By the maximality of χ (Σ) and Proposition 4.3(3),
σ must be an isomorphism, and so σ′ ◦ σ−1 is the sought-after morphism from Σ to Σ′.
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5 B-Surjective morphisms and norms of morphisms
Theorem 4.7(1) already manifested the importance of surjective morphisms of core graphs. Yet,
surjective morphisms play an even bigger role in this work, and in the current section we develop
some concepts that will be useful in the following sections. Surjective morphisms of multi core
graphs is the analog of the partial order “B-cover” defined in [PP15, Definition 3.3]. There, core
graphs are connected and have basepoints which must be mapped to basepoints by morphisms, and
so there is at most one morphism between two given subgroups H,J ≤ F, which exists if and only
if H ≤ J . Thus, one can define a partial order on subgroups of F, which holds whenever H ≤ J and
the corresponding morphism between core graphs is surjective. In contrast, in the current paper,
because multi core graphs are not necessarily connected and do not have basepoints, there may be
several different morphisms between any two of them. Thus, being surjective is a property of a
morphism, and not of a pair of multi core graphs. As illustrated in Remark 4.8, the property of
being surjective depends on the basis B. If one considers elements in the categoryMOCC (F), one
can say that a morphism η : H → J is B-surjective if the corresponding morphism inMuCGB (F)
is surjective.
Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a surjective morphism of multi core graphs. Note that η determines a partition
P of V (Γ): two vertices v1, v2 are equivalent if and only if η(v1) = η(v2). This partition uniquely
determines ∆ and η: the vertices of ∆ correspond to the blocks of the partitions, and there is a
b-edge from block β1 to block β2 if and only if there is a b-edge from some vertex in β1 to some
vertex in β2. It is clear how η is defined.
However, not every partition of the vertex set of Γ defines a morphism, as the graph resulting
from the above procedure may have multiple edges of the same directed label incident to some
vertex. Yet, given such a partition P of V (Γ), we may define the “generated” multi core graph
∆ and surjective morphism η : Γ → ∆ via Stallings foldings, as follows. We start the procedure
with the B-labeled directed graph formed as above by gluing together the vertices of Γ according
to the blocks of P and drawing edges between the blocks as above. Given two edges of the same
label and the same head, one may identify their tails (if different) and the two edges. Similarly,
given two edges of the same label and same tail-vertex, one may identify their heads and the two
edges. Applying these identifications iteratively, a finite number of times, yields a multi core graph
∆, which is independent of the choices made throughout the folding process7 (see [Sta83]). This
procedure yields a new partition of the vertex set of Γ, which is coarser than P . There is also only
one reasonable way to define the morphism Γ → ∆, by mapping every vertex to the block in the
new partition it belongs to, and every edge to the equally-labeled and equally-directed edge between
the corresponding blocks.
Definition 5.1. Let P be a partition of a finite set X. We define the norm of the partition as
||P || def=
∑
β∈P
(|β| − 1) .
This is the minimal number of identifications of pairs of elements of X required in order to generate
the partition.
Given a B-surjective morphism of multi core graphs η : Γ → ∆, we define its B-norm, denoted
‖η‖B, to be the smallest norm of a partition generating it:
‖η‖B def= min {‖P‖ |P is a partition of V (Γ) generating η} .
One can also think of the B-norm as follows. Define a merging-step of a multi core graph to be the
gluing of two vertices of this graph followed by folding. Then, ‖η‖B is equal to the smallest number
of merging-steps which lead from Γ to ∆ to create η.
7In our situation we never introduce leaves nor isolated vertices in the process.
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We use here the notation ‖·‖B so that we can use this notation also when η is a (B-surjective)
morphism of two multisets of conjugacy classes of subgroups, in which case the basis is not pre-
determined. Because folding steps cannot decrease the Euler characteristic of a graph and the gluing
of two vertices decreases the Euler characteristic by one, we obtain
‖η‖B ≥ χ (Γ)− χ (∆) . (5.1)
There is also an “algebraic”, basis-independent version of a norm of morphisms in the categories
MOCC (F) andMuCGB (F). We describe it gradually in the following lines.
Definition 5.2. Given a multiset H = {HF1 , . . . ,HF` } of conjugacy classes of subgroups of the free
group F and a subgroup J ≤ F such that Hi ≤ J for all i = 1, . . . , `, let η : H →
{
JF
}
be the
corresponding morphism in the categoryMOCC (F). Consider the two following types of morphisms
which we call immediate morphisms:
1. Adding a generator from J to one of the classes, namely, letH′ be identical toH except for that
some HFi is replaced by 〈Hi, j〉F for some j ∈ J . The corresponding morphism ϕ : H → H′
maps Hi to 〈Hi, j〉 and every other Hk to itself.
2. Merging together two of the classes, namely, let H′ be identical to H except for that for
some i 6= k, HFi and HFk are replaced by
〈
jHij
−1, Hk
〉F for some j ∈ J . The corresponding
morphism ϕ : H → H′ maps jHij−1 and Hk to
〈
jHij
−1, Hk
〉
and every other Ht to itself.
Note that on both cases η factors through ϕ by a unique morphism η′ : H′ → J . Define the norm
of η, denoted ‖η‖, to be the smallest number of immediate morphisms whose compositions gives η.
If H = ∅ is the empty multiset, we set ‖η‖ = −χ (J) = rkJ − 1.
Now let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of B-labeled multi core graphs with ∆ connected. Define ‖η‖
to be the norm of the corresponding morphism pilab1 (Γ) → pilab1 (∆). Finally, for the general case
where ∆ is not necessarily connected, let ∆1, . . . ,∆m be the connected components of ∆, and for
k ∈ [m], let ηk denote the morphism η−1 (∆k)→ ∆k obtained by restricting η to η−1 (∆k). Define
‖η‖ def= ∑mk=1 ‖ηk‖.
Note that ‖η‖ is a non-negative integer, but may be zero even if η is not an isomorphism. Indeed,
‖η‖ = 0 whenever η : Γ → ∆ induces an isomorphism between Γ and the connected components
of ∆ meeting the image of η and the remaining connected components of ∆ correspond to cyclic
subgroups. One can give an equivalent definition for free moprhisms using the norm:
Lemma 5.3. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Then ‖η‖ ≥ χ (Γ) − χ (∆), with
equality if and only if η is free.
Proof. Any component D of ∆ not meeting η (Γ) is trivially a free extension of its preimage, and
contributes −χ (D) to ‖η‖. Thus we may assume every component of ∆ meets η (Γ). Now, the two
types of identifications from Definition 5.2 cannot decrease the Euler characteristic of the element
ofMOCC (F) by more than one. Hence ‖η‖ ≥ χ (Γ)− χ (∆) with equality if and only if there is a
set of identifications each decreasing the Euler characteristic by exactly one. The first identification
decreases the Euler characteristic by one if and only if 〈Hi, j〉 = Hi ∗ 〈j〉. The second identification
decreases the Euler characteristic by one if and only if
〈
jHij
−1, Hk
〉
= jHij
−1 ∗Hk. In both cases,
the corresponding morphism describing the step is free. By transitivity of free morphisms, the claim
follows.
It is easy to see that a combinatorial merging-step as above where we glue together two vertices
from the same component, corresponds to a step of the first kind from Definition 5.2, and two
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vertices from different component to a step of the second kind. Therefore, if η : Γ → ∆ is a
surjective morphism inMuCGB (F) then
‖η‖ ≤ ‖η‖B . (5.2)
An extension of the arguments from [Pud14, Section 3] leads to the following stronger statement:
Theorem 5.4. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of B-labeled multi core graphs. Let Σ = Image (η)
denote the image of η in ∆, and let Γ
η // // Σ 
 ι // ∆ be the decomposition of η to a surjective and
an injective morphisms. Then
‖η‖ = ‖η‖B + [χ (Σ)− χ (∆)] .
In particular, if η is B-surjective, then
‖η‖ = ‖η‖B .
Theorem 5.4 has some nice corollaries we mention next. However, the theorem and its corollaries
are not needed for proving our main results from Section 1, and so we defer the proof of this theorem
to Appendix B.
The first corollary is immediate from Theorem 5.4 together with Lemma 5.3 and Proposition
4.3(1).
Corollary 5.5. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Then, in the notation of
Theorem 5.4,
η is free ⇐⇒ ‖η‖ = χ (Γ)− χ (∆) ⇐⇒ ‖η‖B = χ (Γ)− χ (Σ) ⇐⇒ η is free.
The second corollary concerns computability:
Corollary 5.6. Given a morphism η : Γ→ ∆ of multi core graphs, there is an algorithm to compute
its norm ‖η‖, and to determine whether it is free and whether it is algebraic.
Proof. By Theorem 5.4, it is enough to compute ‖η‖B to obtain ‖η‖, and the B-norm of a morphism
is obviously computable. By Lemma 5.3, it is straight-forward to determine whether η is free given
‖η‖. Finally, if Γ η1−→ Σ η2−→ ∆ is a decomposition of η with η2 free, we may assume without loss
of generality that η1 is surjective (otherwise, replace Σ with η1 (Γ), as η2 ◦ (η1 (Σ) ↪→ Σ) is free as
well). Because there are only finitely many surjective morphisms from Γ, let alone decompositions
Γ
η1−→ Σ η2−→ ∆ of η with η1 surjective, we may go through all of them (such that η2 is not
an isomorphism) and test whether η2 is free. Then η is algebraic if and only if there is no such
decomposition with η1 surjective and η2 free.
We end this section with an upper bound on the B-norm of morphisms, to be used in Section 8.
Proposition 5.7. The B-norm of a B-surjective morphism η : Γ→ ∆ satisfies
‖η‖B ≤ [c (Γ)− c (∆)] + rk (∆) = c (Γ)− χ (∆) .
Proof. Clearly, the B-norm is additive if we consider the different components of ∆, and so is the
bound we give. So it is enough to prove that when ∆ is connected, ‖η‖B ≤ c (Γ)− 1 + rk (∆). We
prove by induction on c (Γ). If c (Γ) = 1, we are in the situation of [Pud14, Lemma 3.3] which says
that ‖η‖B ≤ rk (∆). If c = c (Γ) ≥ 2, then because η is onto, there must be a vertex in ∆ which
is in the image of at least two different components of Γ. Merge such two vertices in two different
components of Γ to obtain a graph Γ′ with c− 1 components and η′ : Γ′ → ∆. By induction,
‖η‖ ≤ 1 + ∥∥η′∥∥ ≤ 1 + (c− 1− 1) + rk (∆) = c− 1 + rk (∆) .
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6 Möbius inversions and the leading terms of Φ
Recall Definition 3.4 of Φη (N), and that our goal is to estimate Φη (N) for certain morphisms of
multi core graphs as in Example 3.6. The main result of this section is Theorem 6.2.
Definition 6.1. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Denote
χmax (η)
def
= max
{
χ (Σ)
∣∣∣∣∣ Γ
η1−→ Σ η2−→ ∆ is a decomposition of η
with η1 algebraic and non− isomorphism
}
. (6.1)
Every decomposition as in (6.1) and with χ (Σ) = χmax (η) maximal, is called critical. Let Crit(η)
denote the set of critical decompositions of η up to equivalence as in Theorem 4.9 (or as in Definition
6.3 below).
If Γ is connected, H ≤ F a representative of the conjugacy class pilab1 (Γ), and η : Γ→ XB, then
χmax (η) is equal to 1 − pi (H), where pi (H) is the primitivity rank of H ([PP15, Definition 1.7]).
Because algebraic morphisms are surjective (Theorem 4.7(1)) and there are finitely many surjective
morphisms with domain Γ, Crit (η) is always a finite set.
Theorem 6.2. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a morphism of multi core graphs. Then
Φη (N) = N
χ(Γ) + |Crit(η)| ·Nχmax(η) +O
(
Nχ
max(η)−1
)
When Γ and ∆ are connected, Theorem 6.2 reduces to [PP15, Theorem 1.8] which is written
in purely algebraic terms. As in the argument in [PP15], the remaining ingredient of the proof
is the definition of certain Möbius inversions of the function Φ and the study of their properties.
The current section is devoted to an extension of the arguments of [PP15] to multi core graphs.
In Section 6.1, we study Möbius inversions based on decompositions of B-surjective morphisms.
While an extension of the Möbius inversions in [PP15], this is a bit unusual as Möbius inversions
are usually defined in terms of posets (partially ordered sets) – and see Remark 6.5. In Section 6.2
we introduce Möbius inversions in decompositions in the category of algebraic morphisms, which
has no analog in [PP15].
6.1 Basis dependent Möbius inversions
Definition 6.3. Let η : Γ  ∆ be a B-surjective morphism. Denote by DecompB (η) the set de-
compositions of η into two surjective morphisms Γ
η1 // // Σ
η2 // // ∆ , where the latter decomposition
is considered identical to Γ
η′1 // // Σ′
η′2 // // ∆ if there is an isomorphism Σ ∼= Σ′ which commutes
with both decompositions.
Γ
η1 // //
η′1  
ΣOO
∼= θ

η2
    
Σ′
η′2
// // ∆
Similarly, let Decomp3B (η) denote the set of decompositions Γ
η1 // // Σ1
η2 // // Σ2
η3 // // ∆ of η into
three surjective morphisms. Again, two such decompositions are considered equivalent (and there-
fore the same element in Decomp3B (η)) if there are isomorphisms Σi ∼= Σ′i, i = 1, 2, which commute
with the decompositions.
Note that DecompB (η) and Decomp3B (η) are finite sets, as the multi core graph Γ is finite.
In another point of view, DecompB (η) can be though of as the set of all partitions of V (Γ), the
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vertex-set of Γ, which give rise (without folding) to valid multi core graphs, and which are finer than
(or equal to) the partition induced by η. We remark that two distinct decompositions of η may have
isomorphic Σ’s, as the morphisms Γ Σ could be distinct. Moreover, two distinct decompositions
may be equivalent up to an automorphism of Γ, as the following example illustrates.
Example 6.4. Let H ≤ F be any non-trivial f.g. subgroup. Consider the multi core graphs Γn
consisting of n disjoint copies of ΓB (H). Denote by ηn the unique morphism Γn  XB. There
are at least
(
n
2
)
distinct decompositions in DecompB(η) with intermediate multi core graph Γn−1,
corresponding to a choice of a pair of components of Γn which are identified to a single component
in Γn−1 (there may be more if H ≤ uHu−1, or equivalently H = uHu−1, for some u ∈ F \ H).
All of these decompositions are equivalent up to an automorphism of Γn, permuting the connected
components of Γn.
We now define three different Möbius inversions of the function Φ which are defined on surjective
morphisms inMuCGB (F). First, there is a unique “left inversion” of Φ, denoted LB, which can be
defined by setting that for every B-surjective morphism η,
Φη =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
LBη2 .
Note that this well defines a map LBη : N → Q for every B-surjective morphism η by induction on
the size of DecompB (η). Indeed, the base case is LBid = Φid(= Nχ(Γ)). For a general B-surjective
η, note that (id, η) ∈ DecompB (η) and for every other element (η1, η2) of DecompB (η), η1 is not
an isomorphism, and so |DecompB (η2)| < |DecompB (η)|. So
LBη = Φη −
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)\{(id,η)}
LBη2 ,
and the summation on the right hand side is on morphisms with a strictly smaller set of decompo-
sitions.
Similarly, we define the right Möbius inversion RB and the two-sided inversion CB by
Φη =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
RBη1 =
∑
(η1,η2,η3)∈Decomp3B(η)
CBη2 , (6.2)
and these two are also well defined. Note that CB is the right inversion of LB and the left inversion
of RB:
LBη =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
CBη1 R
B
η =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
CBη2 (6.3)
Remark 6.5. One could define a partial order on DecompB (η) by setting (η1, η2) ≤ (η′1, η′2) whenever
there is a (necessarily surjective) morphism θ : Σ→ Σ′ which makes the following diagram commute.
Γ
η1 // //
η′1  
Σ
θ
η2
    
Σ′
η′2
// // ∆
Using this partial order, one could define the maps LB, RB, CB as Möbius inversions of a map
defined on pairs of comparable elements in a locally-finite poset. This is the ordinary manner of
defining Möbius inversions. We chose a different language here which seems more elegant.
We turn to the study of Φ using the three Möbius inversions LB, RB, CB. Recall the geometric
interpretation of Φ in Proposition 3.7. This gives rise to a similar interpretation for LB.
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Proposition 6.6. Let η : Γ → ∆ be a B-surjective morphism. In the notation of Proposition 3.7,
LBη (N) is equal to the average number of injective lifts ηˆ : Γ ↪→ ∆̂N of η. Moreover, for every large
enough N ,
LBη (N) =
∏
v∈V (∆) (N)|η−1(v)|∏
e∈E(∆) (N)|η−1(e)|
. (6.4)
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, Φη (N) is equal to the average number of lifts ηˆ : Γ → ∆̂N of η. Every
such lift can be written as the composition of a surjection and an embedding.
∆̂N
p

Imηˆ
. 
ι
<<
Γ η
// //
ηˆ
..
ηˆ
== ==
∆
Note that the image Imηˆ is a multi core graph. Because (p ◦ ι) ◦ ηˆ is a decomposition of the
surjective η, the morphism (p ◦ ι) is surjective too, and so (ηˆ, p ◦ ι) ∈ DecompB (η). There is
thus a one-to-one correspondence between the lifts ηˆ of η, and the union over all decompositions
(η1, η2) ∈ DecompB (η) of injective lifts of η2. Therefore,
Φη(N) = E [# lifts of η] =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
E [# injective lifts of η2] ,
and we conclude that, indeed, LBη2(N) is equal to the number of injective lifts of η2 to ∆̂N .
It remains to prove the right hand side of (6.4) gives the average number of injective lifts of
η : Γ → ∆. First we embed the vertices of Γ in ∆̂N . For every v ∈ V (∆), the fiber η−1 (v) should
be embedded in the fiber p−1 (v) which is of size N , and there are (N)|η−1(v)| choices for such an
embedding. Second, for every edge e ∈ E(∆), we obtain η−1(e) restrictions on the permutation
σe. Such a set of conditions occurs with probability
(N−|η−1(e)|)!
N ! =
1
(N)|η−1(e)|
. This implies the
claim.
Corollary 6.7. If η : Γ→ ∆ is a B-surjective morphism, then Φη, LBη , RBη and CBη are all rational
functions in N for every large enough N .
Proof. For LBη this follows directly from Proposition 6.6. The other three functions are equal to
finite sums of LBψ with certain B-surjective morphisms ψ.
We now develop an alternate expression for the right hand side of (6.4), in order to obtain an
expression for the double sided Möbius inversion CBη .
Definition 6.8. Let X be a finite set. Define the norm ||σ|| of a permutation σ ∈ Sym(X) as the
minimal length of a product of transpositions which gives σ. Equivalently, ‖σ‖ = ∑c [len (c)− 1],
the sum being on the cycles of σ. Also, ‖σ‖ is equal to the norm (as in Definition 5.1) of the
partition of X induced by the cycles of σ.
If, in addition, Y is also a set and ϕ : X → Y some map, let
[X]ϕj
def
= |{σ ∈ Sym(X) |ϕ ◦ σ = ϕ, ||σ|| = j}|
denote the number of ϕ-preserving permutations of X of norm j. Note that this number depends
only on the partition induced by ϕ on X.
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Proposition 6.9. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a B-surjective morphism. Then
LBη (N) =
∑
t≥0
∑
j0 ≥ 0
j1, ..., jt ≥ 1
(−1)t+
∑t
i=0 ji [V (Γ)]ηj0 · [E(Γ)]
η
j1
· ... · [E(Γ)]ηjt Nχ(Γ)−
∑
ji (6.5)
Proof. This is the same as [PP15, Section 7.1] – we repeat here briefly a sketch of the argument. We
use the identity (N)k = N
k
∑k
j=0 (−1)j [k]j N−j , where [k]j denotes the number of permutations in
Sk with norm j. Multiplying this identity for the sets η−1(v), we obtain
∏
v∈V (∆)
(N)|η−1(v)| = N
|V (Γ)|
|V (Γ)|∑
j=0
(−1)j [V (Γ)]ηj N−j ,
since an η-preserving permutation decomposes uniquely as a product of permutations in the η-fibers.
Similarly, ∏
e∈E(∆)
(N)|η−1(e)| = N
|E(Γ)|
|E(Γ)|∑
j=0
(−1)j [E (Γ)]ηj N−j .
Combined with (6.4), we get
LBη (N) = N
χ(Γ)
∑|V (Γ)|
j=0 (−1)j [V (Γ)]ηj N−j∑|E(Γ)|
j=0 (−1)j [E (Γ)]ηj N−j
.
Using the fact that
1
1 +
∑
i≥1 aiN−i
=
∑
t≥0
(
−
∑
aiN
−i
)t
=
∑
t≥0
(−1)t
∑
j1,...,jt≥1
aj1 · ... · ajtN−
∑
ji ,
the claim follows.
We use this expression in order to obtain a combinatorial interpretation for CBη (N), which then
implies the following Theorem.
Theorem 6.10. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be a B-surjective morphism. Then
CBη (N) = O
(
Nχ(Γ)−‖η‖B
)
.
Proof. We give a sketch of the analysis carried in more detail in [PP15, Section 7.1]. Recall that
CB is the right Möbius inversion of LB. Our starting point is the expression (6.5) for LBη . A
permutation of the vertex set V (Γ) induces a partition of the vertex set. Identifying the blocks of
this partition and folding, gives rise to a B-surjective morphism η1 : Γ → Σ. If the permutation is
η-preserving, η1 defines a partition which refines the partition of η, and then there is a B-surjective
morphism η2 : Σ→ ∆ with η = η2 ◦ η1.
Similarly, an η-preserving permutation of the edge-set E (Γ) induces a natural B-surjective
morphism which is the first half of a decomposition of η. This can be seen by gluing every two edges
in the same cycle of the permutation, and then folding. This gluing is equivalent to gluing together
the origins of the two edges, or equivalently their termini, since the permutation is η-preserving and
in particular preserves edge labels and directions.
Given both a vertex permutation and a sequence of edge permutations of Γ, we may glue along
all of these permutations, and then fold in order to obtain a B-surjective morphism η1 : Γ → Σ
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corresponding to a partition refining the η-partition of V (Γ). This implies that every term in (6.5)
can be attributed to an element of DecompB(η). By collecting all the terms from (6.5) corresponding
to every (η1, η2) ∈ DecompB (η) and denoting their sum by C˜Bη,η1(N), we obtain an expression
LBη (N) =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
C˜Bη,η1(N).
We will prove that C˜Bη,η1(N) depends only on η1 (and not on η), implying that C
B
η,η1 is right Möbius
inversion of LB as in (6.3), and therefore equal to the central inversion CBη1 . On the other hand,
the expression C˜Bη,η1(N) was obtained as a signed sum of expressions of the form N
χ(Γ)−∑ ji where∑
ji ≥ ‖η1‖B, since this number of identifications yields η1. This will imply the claim.
It remains to prove that C˜Bη,η1(N) is indeed independent of η. This C˜
B
η,η1(N) was obtained as
a sum over sequences of η-preserving vertex and edge permutations generating η1 (with Stallings
foldings). Note that such a sequence of permutations is then also η1-preserving. This implies that
we can equivalently describe this set of permutations as sequences of η1-preserving permutations
generating η1 after folding. Hence, the expression depends only on η1.
6.2 Algebraic Möbius Inversion
We also work with Möbius inversion based on algebraic morphisms. This has no direct parallel in
[PP15].
Definition 6.11. For an algebraic morphism η : Γ→ ∆ inMuCGB (F) or, equivalently, inMOCC (F),
denote by Decompalg(η) and Decomp3alg (η) the set of decompositions of η into two (three, respec-
tively) algebraic morphisms, with the same identifications as in Definition 6.3. We also define the
algebraic left, right and central Möbius inversions of Φ (restricted to algebraic morphisms), denoted
Lalgη (N), R
alg
η (N), C
alg
η (N) respectively.
Recall, by Theorem 4.7(1), that if η is algebraic, then Decompalg (η) ⊆ DecompB (η).
Proposition 6.12. The right Möbius inversion RB is supported on algebraic morphisms, and on
those it is equal to Ralg (in particular, it is independent of the basis B).
Proof. We prove all claims together by induction on the size of DecompB(η). Note that the base
case is id : Γ → Γ, which is algebraic, and RBid(N) = Ralgid (N) = Φid(N) = Nχ(Γ), which is basis
independent. For the general case,
RBη (N) = Φη(N)−
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η): η2 non−isomorphism
RBη1(N)
= Φη(N)−
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η): η1 algebraic, η2 non−isomorphism
Ralgη1 (N), (6.6)
where the second equality is by the induction hypothesis. If η is algebraic, the pairs (η1, η2) in the
summation in right hand side of (6.6) are exactly those in Decompalg (η)\{(η, id)} and so the entire
summation is equal to Ralgη (N).
Finally, assume that η is not algebraic. Consider the unique decomposition Γ
alg
ϕ // Σ ∗
ψ // ∆
of η into an algebraic morphism ϕ and a free one ψ, as in Theorem 4.9. As η is B-surjective, so is
ψ. By the same Theorem 4.9, for every (η1, η2) ∈ DecompB(η) with η1 algebraic, there is (a unique)
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η2 so that (η1, η2) ∈ Decompalg (ϕ). Thus from (6.6) we derive
RBη (N) = Φη(N)−
∑
(η1,η2)∈Decompalg(η)
Ralgη1 (N)
Proposition 4.3(4)
= Φϕ(N)−
∑
(η1,η2)∈Decompalg(η)
Ralgη1 (N) = 0.
Proposition 6.13. Let η be an algebraic morphism. Then for every basis B,
Calgη (N) =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η): η1 is free
CBη2(N).
Proof. Denote the right hand side of the above equality by Fη(N) for the course of the proof. For
a morphism γ denote by alg (γ) and free (γ) the moprhisms in the unique decomposition of γ into
algebraic and free morphisms given by Theorem 4.9. Let η be algebraic. For every (η1, η2) ∈
DecompB(η), consider the decomposition • alg
alg(η1)// • ∗
free(η1)// • η2 // • of η. Because η is algebraic, so
is β def= η2 ◦ free (η1). Thus,
Ralgη (N)
Prop. 6.12
= RBη (N) =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η)
CBη2(N)
=
∑
(α,β)∈Decompalg(η)
[ ∑
(η1, η2) ∈ DecompB(η) :
η2 ◦ free (η1) = β
CBη2(N)
]
=
∑
(α,β)∈Decompalg(η)
[ ∑(
η′1, η2
) ∈ DecompB(β) :
η′1 is free
CBη2(N)
]
=
∑
(α,β)∈Decompalg(η)
Fβ (N) .
This implies the claim, by definition of the Möbius inversion.
Corollary 6.14. Let η : Γ→ ∆ be an algebraic morphism. Then
Calgη (N) =
{
Nχ(Γ) if η is an isomorphism,
O
(
Nχ(Γ)−‖η‖
) ≤ O (Nχ(∆)−1) otherwise.
Proof. If η is an isomorphism, then Calgη (N) = Calgid (N) = Φid (N) = N
χ(Γ), as noted in Example
3.5. Otherwise,
Calgη (N)
Prop. 6.13
=
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η), η1 free
CBη2(N)
Thm. 6.10
=
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η), η1 free
O
(
Nχ(Im(η1))−‖η2‖B
)
Lemma 5.3
=
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η), η1 free
O
(
Nχ(Γ)−‖η1‖−‖η2‖B
)
(5.2)
=
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η), η1 free
O
(
Nχ(Γ)−‖η1‖−‖η2‖
)
. (6.7)
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Finally, by the very definition of the basis-independent norm of morphisms in Definition 5.2, it is
clear that ‖η‖ ≤ ‖η1‖+ ‖η2‖ for every (η1, η2) ∈ DecompB(η). Hence every term in (6.7) is at most
O
(
Nχ(Γ)−‖η‖
)
, which is at most O
(
Nχ(∆)−1
)
by Lemma 5.3 as η is not free. This completes the
proof as the summation in (6.7) is finite.
We can now prove the main result of this section. Recall that η : Γ→ ∆, and we ought to show
that
Φη (N) = N
χ(Γ) + |Crit(η)| ·Nχmax(η) +O
(
Nχ
max(η)−1
)
. (6.8)
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We may assume without loss of generality that η is algebraic. Otherwise,
the decomposition of η into an algebraic morphism ϕ and a free morphism ψ given by Theorem 4.9,
satisfies that Φη = Φϕ by Proposition 4.3(4), and that χmax (η) = χmax (ϕ) and |Crit (η)| = |Crit (ϕ)|
by Theorem 4.9.
So assume that η is algebraic. We have Φϕ(N) =
∑
(η1,η2,η3)∈Decomp3alg(η)C
alg
η2 (N). If η2 = id
the contribution is Calgid : Im(η1)→Im(η1) (N) = N
χ(Im(η1)), and these contributions give rise to the first
two terms in (6.8) plus O
(
Nχ
max(η)−1). In any other decomposition (η1, η2, η3) ∈ Decomp3alg (η),
Corollary 6.14 yields that
Calgη2 (N) = O
(
Nχ(Im(η2))−1
)
= O
(
Nχ(Im(η2◦η1))−1
)
= O
(
Nχ
max(η)−1
)
.
We end this section with the following full analysis of algebraic and B-surjective morphisms in
rank one free group.
Lemma 6.15. Let F1 ∼= Z with basis B = {b}. Let η : H → J be a morphism inMOCC (F1) such
that the image of η meets every element of the multiset J . Then η is algebraic, and for all large
enough N ,
Calgη (N) =
{
1 if η = id,
0 otherwise
, (6.9)
Lalgη (N) = 1 and Φη(N) = |Decompalg(η)| = |DecompB(η)|.
Proof. Recall that the elements in the multisets inMOCC (F1) are conjugacy classes of non-trivial
subgroups. Every non-trivial subgroup of F1 is of rank 1. Hence, by Proposition 4.3(3), there are
no free morphisms inMOCC (F1) excepts for isomorphisms. The definition of algebraic morphisms
now implies that every morphism in MOCC (F1) is algebraic. As every algebraic morphism is B-
surjective, we obtain that DecompB(η) = Decompalg(η) and so Lalgη (N) = LBη (N) and Calgη (N) =
CBη (N).
Next we prove that LBη (N) = 1. By Proposition 6.6, LB is multiplicative on the elements of J
and it is thus enough to prove that LBη (N) = 1 when J is a singleton. But then J = {
〈
bj
〉F1}
for some j, and every component of H is 〈bjm〉F1 for some m ∈ Z≥1. In particular, the morphism
of B-labeled multi core graphs is a topological covering map, and every vertex and every edge in
ΓB (J ) have fiber of the same size. It now follows from (6.4) that LBη (N) = 1.
That Φη(N) = |Decompalg(η)| = |DecompB(η)| follows immediately, and (6.9) follows by con-
sidering Calg as the right Möbius inversion of Lalg and a simple induction on |DecompB (η)|.
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7 The proof of Theorem 1.3
Throughout this section, we fix a non-power 1 6= w ∈ F. Recall from Example 3.6 that the function
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
in the center of Theorem 1.3 is equal to Φη, where η is the morphism from a multiset
of cycles to the bouquetXB, where the multiset of cycles consists of α1 copies of ΓB(〈w〉F), α2 copies
of ΓB(
〈
w2
〉F
), and so on. Denote this multiset of cycles by Γα1,...,αk and the morphism η by ηα1,...,αk .
When k = 1 and α1 = 1, this is the special case from Theorem 1.2, that was proven in [PP15],
and is immediate from Theorem 6.2. However, in any other case, Theorem 6.2 as is does not teach us
anything new. Indeed, if α1 +2α2 + . . .+kαk ≥ 2, then there is (ϕ1, ϕ2) ∈ DecompB (ηα1,...,αk) with
ϕ1 algebraic (by Lemma 6.15) and non-isomorphism, so that Im (ϕ1) = ΓB(〈w〉F). In particular,
χmax (ηα1,...,αk) = 0, so Theorem 6.2 says only that
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= [1 + Crit (ηα1,...,αk)] +O
(
N−1
)
.
This agrees with the statement of Theorem 1.3: as we explain below, Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , 1
〉
=
1 + Crit (ηα1,...,αk). But this is only the easier part of this theorem (that also follows from [Nic94,
LP10]). To establish Theorem 1.3 in full, we need some more machinery. We start with the following
twist on Definition 6.1 of χmax and of Crit, which considers only negative Euler characteristics.
Because the codomain of ηα1,...,αk is XB, any morphism Γα1,...,αk → Σ is part of a decomposition of
ηα1,...,αk .
Definition 7.1. For a non-power 1 6= w ∈ F and k ≥ 1, α1, . . . , αk ≥ 0, let Γα1,...,αk and ηα1,...,αk
denote the corresponding multi core graph and morphism as above, and let
χmaxα1,...,αk (w)
def
= max
{
χ (Σ)
∣∣∣Γα1,...,αk ϕ−→ Σ is algebraic with χ (Σ) < 0} .
Denote by Critα1,...,αk (w) the set of algebraic morphisms with domain Γα1,...,αk and codomain of
Euler characteristic χmaxα1,...,αk (w), up to equivalence as in Theorem 4.9.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 consists of (i) the following theorem which is an analog of Theorem
6.2, (ii) showing that χmaxα1,...,αk (w) = χ
max (η1) = 1 − pi (w) – this is done in Section 7.1, and (iii)
showing that |Critα1,...,αk (w)| =
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉 · |Crit (w)|, which is done in Section 7.2.
Theorem 7.2. Let 1 6= w ∈ F be a non-power. Then
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
+ |Critα1,...,αk (w)| ·Nχ
max
α1,...,αk
(w) +O
(
Nχ
max
α1,...,αk
(w)−1) .
Proof. Recall that ηα1,...,αk : Γα1,...,αk → XB, and that our goal is prove the stated approximation
of Φηα1,...,αk (N) = Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
. Denote by Cw = ΓB(〈w〉F) the core graph which is a cycle
representing 〈w〉F. Let Γα1,...,αk
ϕ→ Σ ψ→ XB be the unique decomposition of ηα1,...,αk to an algebraic
ϕ and a free ψ from Theorem 4.9. Because ηα1,...,αk has a decomposition (ω1, ω2) with ω1 : Γα1,...,αk →
Cw algebraic (by Lemma 6.15), and in particular with Im (ω1) connected, Σ must be connected as
well (by Theorem 4.9(1)). Let J be the group in the conjugacy class pilab1 (Σ) where 〈w〉 is mapped
as a subgroup. We have again that w is a non-power in J , and as in the proof of Theorem 6.2, the
quantities χmaxα1,...,αk (w) and Critα1,...,αk (w) are the same in J as in F. Thus we may assume without
loss of generality that Σ = XB and J = F, namely, that ηα1,...,αk is algebraic.
Using the algebraic Möbius Inversions from Section 6.2 we have
Φηα1,...,αk (N) =
∑
(β1,β2,β3)∈Decomp3alg(ηα1,...,αk)
Calgβ2 (N). (7.1)
By definition of χmaxα1,...,αk (w), any summand in (7.1) satisfies χ (Im (β2)) = 0 or χ (Im (β2)) ≤
χmaxα1,...,αk (w). Consider the following cases:
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Case I: χ (Im (β2)) = 0 As w is a non-power, the only cyclic subgroups of F containing wm are〈
wd
〉
with d | m. This shows that (β1, β2) is part of a decomposition of ω1, and everything takes place
inside the ambient group 〈w〉 ∼= Z. Conversely, every decomposition (β1, β2, β3) ∈ Decomp3alg (ω1)
satisfies χ (Im (β2)) = 0. The entire category of algebraic morphisms insideMOCC (〈w〉) are iden-
tical to that insideMOCC (Z). And so∑
(β1,β2,β3)∈Decomp3alg(ηα1,...,αk): χ(Im(β2))=0
Calgβ2 (N) = Φω1 (N) = Ex
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
.
Case II: χ (Im (β2)) = χmaxα1,...,αk (w) and β2 is an isomorphism By Corollary 6.14, we
have in this case Calgβ2 (N) = N
χ(Im(β1)) = Nχ(Im(β2)) = Nχ
max
α1,...,αk
(w). There is exactly one such
decomposition in Decomp3alg (ηα1,...,αk) for every β1 ∈ Critα1,...,αk (w), and so the total contribution
of these summands in (7.1) is |Critα1,...,αk (w)| ·Nχ
max
α1,...,αk
(w).
All remaining terms in (7.1): In every other case, either χ (Im (β2)) < χmaxα1,...,αk (w) or χ (Im (β2)) =
χmaxα1,...,αk (w) but β2 is not an isomorphism, and Corollary 6.14 yields that C
alg
β2
(N) = O
(
Nχ
max
α1,...,αk
(w)−1).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 7.3. The analysis above readily leads to a precise formula for Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Ex
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
.
Denote by ηx
ξ
α1
1 ···ξ
αk
k
the morphism corresponding to the single-letter word x. By Lemma 6.15,
Ex
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Φηxα1,...,αk
(N) =
∣∣Decompalg (ηxα1,...,αk)∣∣ .
Every such decomposition induces a partition on the components of Γxα1,...,αk (by their image in
the intermediate multi core graph). If a block in the partition consists of cycles corresponding to〈
xk1
〉
, . . . ,
〈
xkm
〉
, the connected image corresponds to
〈
xd
〉
for some d | gcd (k1, . . . , km), and there
are dm−1 inequivalent morphisms to such a cycle. So if S is a multiset with α1 1’s, α2 2’s and so
on, then
Eunif
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
∑
P∈Partitions(S)
∏
A∈P
 ∑
d|gcd({k∈A})
d|A|−1
 .
7.1 Maximal Euler characteristic
Lemma 7.4. Let J ≤ F be a f.g. subgroup and let u ∈ F. If rk (〈J, u〉) ≤ rkJ , then J ≤alg 〈J, u〉.
Proof. This is [MVW07, Corollary 3.14], but we give the short proof here for completeness. Assume
by contradiction that J ≤ L ∗ 〈J, u〉. Then 〈L, u〉 = 〈J, u〉 and rkL + 1 ≤ rk〈J, u〉 and hence
L ∗ 〈u〉 = 〈J, u〉. Since J is a subgroup of L, and this is a free product, it follows that J = L.
Therefore, J ∗ 〈u〉 = 〈J, u〉, which contradicts the rank inequality.
Proposition 7.5. Let w ∈ F be a non-power as above. Then for every k ≥ 1 and α1, . . . , αk ≥ 0
not all zeros,
χmaxα1,...,αk(w) = χ
max(η1) = 1− pi(w).
Proof. We start by proving that χmaxα1,...,αk(w) ≥ χmax(η1). Because w is not a power, pi (w) ≥ 2,
namely, χmax (η1) < 0. Use the notation Cw from the proof of Theorem 7.2. Let β : Cw → Σ be
a critical morphism of η1 (as in Definition 6.1), so χ (Σ) = χmax (η1) < 0. By Lemma 6.15, the
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natural morphism Γα1,...,αk
ω1→ Cw is algebraic. Therefore, the composition Γα1,...,αk ω1→ Cw
β→ Σ is
also algebraic, and so χmaxα1,...,αk (w) ≥ χ (Σ) = χmax (η1).
To prove the converse inequality, let Γα1,...,αk
ϕ−→ Σ be algebraic with χ(Σ) < 0. We need to
prove that χ (Σ) ≤ χmax (η1). Let us restrict our attention to a component Σo of Σ with negative
Euler characteristic. This gives an algebraic extension of the corresponding powers of w, i.e., the
components of Γα1,...,αk mapped to Σo, and it is enough to show that χ (Σo) ≤ χmax (η1). So we
assume without loss of generality that Σ is connected.
Assume that pilab1 (Σ) = MF for some f.g.M ≤ F. Assume that Γα1,...,αk has s =
∑
αi connected
components corresponding to 〈wk1〉F, . . . , 〈wks〉F, and that the morphism ϕ maps 〈wki〉→ uiMu−1i
for some ui ∈ F with u1 = 1 (conjugate M if needed). Showing that χ (Σ) ≤ χmax (η1) is equivalent
to that rkM ≥ pi (w).
Consider the subgroups J1 ≤ J2 ≤ . . . ≤ Js+1 defined by gradually adding u2, . . . , us, w to M :
J1
def
= 〈M〉 , J2 def= 〈J1, u2〉 , . . . , Js = 〈Js−1, us〉 , Js+1 = 〈Js, w〉 .
Note that the extensions Ji ≤ Ji+1 are not free, and so rkJi+1 ≤ rkJi for i ∈ [s] and so rkJs+1 ≤ rkM .
Indeed, for i ∈ [s− 1], ui+1Mu −1i+1 and M both contain wgcd(k1,ki+1), so Ji+1 = 〈Ji, ui+1〉 is not a
free extension of Ji. For i = s, Js+1 = 〈Js, w〉, but w has powers contained in Js, so once again
this is not a free extension. By Lemma 7.4, these are all algebraic extensions, and by transitivity of
algebraic extensions, M ≤alg Js+1, corresponding to an algebraic morphism Σ ψ→ ∆ def= ΓB (Js+1).
Note that the composition Γα1,...,αk
ϕ→ Σ ψ→ ∆ maps the subgroups 〈wk1〉 , . . . , 〈wks〉 to Js+1 itself
(the latter contains, in particular, w). This shows that this composition factors through Cw, as in
the following diagram:
Γα1,...,αk alg
ϕ //
ω1 alg

Σ
alg ψ

Cw α // ∆
Because ψ ◦ϕ is algebraic, so is α. AsM was not cyclic, Js+1 is not cyclic, so χ (∆) < 0. We deduce
that 〈w〉 alg Js+1. Hence pi (w) ≤ rkJs+1 ≤ rkM .
7.2 The set of critical morphisms
The previous results already show that for a non-power w,
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , 1
〉
+ |Critα1,...,αk (w)| ·N1−pi(w) +O
(
N−pi(w)
)
. (7.2)
In order to prove Theorem 1.3, it remains to show that all morphisms in Critα1,...,αk (w) are ob-
tained from Crit (w), or, equivalently, from Crit (η1), in the following straightforward way. If
ϕ : Γα1,...,αk → Σ is a critical morphism in Critα1,...,αk (w), then Σ has one component Σo with
χ (Σo) = χ
max
α1,...,αk
(w) = χmax (η1) = 1 − pi (w), and the remaining components are cycles corre-
sponding to powers of w. Let ϕo : Γo → Σo be the restriction of ϕ to the disjoint union Γo of
components of Γα1,...,αk mapped to Σo. Proposition 7.7 below shows that ϕo can always be factored
through a unique β : Cw → Σo in Crit (η1).
On the other hand, it is clear that the number of ϕ ∈ Critα1,...,αk (w) corresponding to a given
β ∈ Crit (η1) as above, depends only on α1, . . . , αk and not on w nor on β. With notation as in
Remark 7.3, this number is equal to
∑
P∈Partitions(S)
∑
A∈P
 ∏
B∈P\{A}
 ∑
d|gcd({ki∈B})
d|B|−1
 ,
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Figure 7.1: The graph of groups in Louder’s Theorem 7.6.
and in Proposition 7.8 below, we prove it is equal to
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉
.
Proposition 7.7 crucially relies on the following theorem of Louder, as stated in [LW18, page 5].
Theorem 7.6. [Lou13] Consider the following graph of groups ∆ in the shape of a star, with `
vertices around a central vertex, and mi ≥ 1 edges between the center and the ith peripheral vertex –
see Figure 7.1. The center vertex-group is Z with generator denoted w. The peripheral vertex-groups
are free groups H1, . . . ,H` and all edge-groups are infinite cyclic. For every i ∈ [`] , j ∈ [mi], there
is an element vi,j ∈ Hi and a positive integer ni,j so that the jth edge between Hi and 〈w〉 attaches
vi,j to wni,j . We assume further that
1. For all i, j, vi,j 6= 1 and is not a proper power.
2. For all i, 〈vi,1〉Hi , . . . , 〈vi,mi〉Hi are distinct conjugacy classes.
3. There exists no free splitting of any of the groups Hi, Hi = H ′i ∗ 〈vi,k〉, such that all the
remaining elements vi,j , j 6= k are conjugate into H ′i.
4.
∑
i,j ni,j ≥ 2.
Let pi1 (∆) denote the corresponding group. Namely,
pi1 (∆) =
{
H1, . . . ,H`, w, {ti,j}i∈[`],j∈[mi]
∣∣∣ ti,jvi,jt−1i,j = wni,j , {ti,1 = 1}i∈[`]} .
Then, if f : pi1 (∆) J is a surjective homomorphism onto a free group J , and f
∣∣∣
Hi
is injective for
every i, then
rkJ − 1 <
∑`
i=1
(rkHi − 1) .
Proposition 7.7. Let 1 6= w ∈ F be a non-power. Assume, as above, that ϕo : Γα1,...,αk → Σo
is a critical morphism in Critα1,...,αk (w) with Σo connected and χ (Σo) < 0 (and so χ (Σo) =
χmaxα1,...,αk (w) = χ
max (η1) = 1− pi (w)). Then ϕo factors through a unique β : Cw → Σo in Crit (η1).
Proof. Because w is not a power, there is a unique morphism ω1 : Γα1,...,αk → Cw, and therefore at
most one decomposition of ϕo through some β : Cw → Σo in Crit (η1). It remains to show such a
factorization exists.
We freely use notation from the proof of Proposition 7.5. Recall the notion of pullback in
the category MOCC (F) from page 17. Let (Λ, σ1, σ2) be the pullback of ψ1 : Σo → XB and of
ψ2 : Cw → XB, and let β : Γα1,...,αk → Λ be the unique morphism making the following diagram
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commute.
Γα1,...,αk
β
$$
ϕ0

ω1
++
Λ
σ1 //
σ2

Σo
ψ1

Cw
ψ2
// XB
Our goal is to show that the image of β meets a sole component of Λ which is isomorphic to Cw,
and so σ1, restricted to this component, is in Crit (η1). Assume to the contrary that this is not
the case, so the image of β consists of some Γα′1,...,α′k with
∑
iα′i ≥ 2. Without loss of generality,
assume the image is Γα1,...,αk itself and
∑
iαi ≥ 2, and so σ1 = ϕo. In particular, we assume that
(Γα1,...,αk , ϕo, ω1) is itself the pullback.
Let s =
∑
αi and k1, . . . , ks be the powers of w in the components of Γα1,...,αk . Let M ≤ F be
a f.g. subgroup with MF = pilab1 (Σo), such that ϕo is given by wk1 , u2wk2u
−1
2 , . . . , usw
ksu−1s ∈ M ,
for some u2, . . . , us ∈ F. In the notation of Louder’s Theorem 7.6 with ` = 1, consider the graph
of groups ∆ with two vertices: H1 = M and 〈w〉, and m1 = s parallel edges with Z as edge-group
between them. We denote v1,i by vi and n1,i by ni, and set v1 = wk1 , v2 = u2wk2u−12 , . . . , vs =
usw
ksu−1s , and ni = ki for i ∈ [s]. We claim that these choices satisfy the four assumptions in
Theorem 7.6. Indeed:
• If some vi = td was a proper power in M (so d ≥ 2), then this equation is also valid in
F, so that d | ki. But then both ω1 and ϕo factor through the morphism Γα1,...,αk → ∆
which maps 〈wki〉 to 〈wki/d〉 (and leaves all other elements unchanged), in contradiction to
(Γα1,...,αk , ϕo, ω1) being the pullback.
• Assume that 〈vi〉 and 〈vj〉 are conjugate subgroups of M for some i 6= j, say without loss of
generality that vi = mvjm−1 (the other possibility being vi = mv−1j m
−1) with m ∈M . Then
both ω1 and ϕo factor through the morphism Γα1,...,αk → ∆ which maps 〈wkj 〉 isomorphically
to 〈wkj 〉, and 〈wki〉 to the same component, as〈
wki
〉
=
〈
u−1i viui
〉
=
〈
u−1i mvjm
−1ui
〉
= u−1i m 〈vj〉m−1ui.
This, again, contradicts our assumption that (Γα1,...,αk , ϕo, ω1) is itself the pullback.
• Assume there is a free splitting M = M ′ ∗ 〈vi〉 with all other vj ’s conjugate into M ′. But
then ϕo factors through the free factor {M ′F, 〈vi〉F} → {MF}, in contradiction to ϕo being
algebraic.
• Finally, our assumption that ∑ iαi ≥ 2 is equivalent to ∑ni ≥ 2.
Let pi1 (∆) be the fundamental group of this graph of groups, namely,
pi1 (∆) =
〈
M,w, t1, . . . , ts
∣∣∣ tivit−1i = wki , t1 = 1〉 .
Consider, as in the proof of Proposition 7.5, the extension Js+1 = 〈M,u2, . . . , us, w〉 of M inside
F. The same argument as in that proof applies to show that Js+1 is an algebraic extension of M .
In particular, the composition of ϕo with this algebraic extension M ≤alg Js+1 gives an algebraic
morphism from Γα1,...,αk to ΓB(J
F
s+1 ), which also factors through ω1 : Γα1,...,αk → Cw. Thus Js+1 is
a proper algebraic extension of w, and hence rkJs+1 ≥ pi (w).
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On the other hand, Js+1 is a free quotient of pi1 (∆) which extends an embedding of M : this
is obtained by mapping w to itself, t1 7→ 1 and ti 7→ u−1i for i ≥ 2. By Louder’s Theorem 7.6,
we have rkJs+1 < rkM , and so rkM > rkJs+1 ≥ pi (w). This contradicts our assumption that
rkM = pi (w).
Proposition 7.8. Let 1 6= w ∈ F be a non-power. For every H ∈ Crit (w), there are 〈ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1〉
distinct critical morphisms in Critα1,...,αk (w) mapping a non-empty subset of the powers of w to w
and then to H, and the remaining powers of w to cyclic subgroups of 〈w〉.
As we already know from Proposition 7.7 that every morphism in Critα1,...,αk (w) corresponds
to exactly one H ∈ Crit (w), Proposition 7.8 yields that |Critα1,...,αk (w)| =
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉 ·
|Crit (w)|.
Proof. One can give a direct argument, but we like the following one better. In the notation of
Section 1, let κ (f) denote the constant corresponding to the class function f ∈ A in the equality
Ew [f ] = 〈f, 1〉+ κ (f) · |Crit (w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
.
We know such equality holds with some κ (f) ∈ Q because we already know by (7.2) that such
constants exist for every f = ξα11 · · · ξαkk .
By a theorem of Frobenius [Fro96], already mentioned in Page 5, for any irreducible character
χ of any finite group G, E[x,y] [χ] = 1dimχ . By Proposition A.2, every class function f ∈ A is of the
form
f =
∑
χ∈Ŝ∞
〈f, χ〉χ
with finitely many non-vanishing terms. Reverse-engineering Theorem 1.2 for w = [x, y] gives
pi ([x, y]) = 2 and |Crit ([x, y]) | = 1. Hence,∑
χ∈Ŝ∞
〈f, χ〉
dimχ
= E[x,y] [f ] = 〈f, 1〉+
κ (f)
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
.
As explained in Page 5, for every χ ∈ Ŝ∞, the dimension dimχ is a polynomial function of N , which
has degree ≥ 2 if if χ 6= 1, ξ1 − 1. Subtracting from the left hand side the summands corresponding
to χ = 1 and to χ = ξ1 − 1 leaves O
(
N−2
)
. Thus
O
(
1
N2
)
=
κ (f)
N
− 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉
N − 1 =
κ (f)− 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
.
Thus κ (f) = 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉.
This completes the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.3.
Remark 7.9. Louder’s Theorem 7.6 is strengthened in [LW18, Theorem 1.11] to the fact that under
the same assumptions (except for
∑
ni,j ≥ 2 which can be discarded), the following inequality
holds:
rkJ − 1 ≤
∑
i
(rkHi − 1)−
∑
i,j
ni,j
− 1
 .
This implies that algebraic morphisms Γα1,...,αk → Σ such that Σ is connected with χ (Σ) < 0, and
Γα1,...,αk is itself the pullback of Σ → XB and Cw → XB, satisfy that rkΣ ≥ pi (w) − 1 +
∑
i iαi.
This may hint to a road towards Conjecture 1.8.
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8 Expansion of random Schreier graphs: the proof of Theorem 1.10
Fix s ∈ Z≥1 and assume throughout that N ≥ s. Also, fix a basis B of F = Fr. Let σ1, . . . , σr ∈ SN
be independent, uniformly random permutations, and let G = G (σ1, . . . , σr) be the d = 2r-regular
Schreier graph depicting the action of SN on ([N ])s, the set of s-tuples of distinct elements in [N ],
with respect to σ1, . . . , σr. This is a graph with (N)s = N (N − 1) · · · (N − s+ 1) vertices. In
this section we prove Theorem 1.10, stating that the random graph G is a.a.s. an expander with a
spectral bound as given in (1.4). Namely, the largest absolute value of a non-trivial eigenvalue of
AG, the adjacency matrix of G, satisfies a.a.s. µ (G) ≤ 2
√
d− 1 · exp
(
2s2
e2(d−1)
)
.
We follow the strategy laid out in [Pud15] and its addendum [FP20]. The strategy is based on
the trace method together with the results from [PP15]. As in [FP20], instead of analyzing directly
the regular adjacency operator, we analyze the non-backtracking spectrum and only at the end of
the argument deduce a bound on µ (G).
Denote by
−→
E the set of oriented edges of G, namely, each edge of G appears twice in this set,
once with every possible orientation, so
∣∣∣−→E ∣∣∣ = (N)s · d. For e ∈ −→E , we denote by e the same
edge with the reverse orientation, and by h (e) and t (e) the head and tail of e, respectively. The
Hashimoto or non-backtracking matrix B = BG is a
∣∣∣−→E ∣∣∣× ∣∣∣−→E ∣∣∣ 0-1 matrix with rows and columns
indexed by the elements of
−→
E . The e, f entry is defined by
Be,f =
{
1 if t (e) = h (f) and f 6= e,
0 otherwise.
The Ihara-Bass formula gives a dictionary between the spectrum of BG and that of the adjacency
matrix AG. Every eigenvalue λ ∈ Spec (AG) with |λ| ≥ 2
√
d− 1 gives rise to two real eigenvalues
of BG in [− (d− 1) ,−1] ∪ [1, d− 1], while every eigenvalue with |λ| < 2
√
d− 1 corresponds to two
non-real eigenvalues lying on the circle of radius
√
d− 1 around 0 in C. In both cases, the two
eigenvalues of BG are given by
λ±
√
λ2−4(d−1)
2 ∈ Spec (BG). In particular, the trivial eigenvalue
d ∈ Spec (AG) corresponds to 1, d − 1 ∈ Spec (BG), which are considered to be trivial eigenvalues
of BG. In addition, there are (d− 2) · (N)s additional ±1 eigenvalues. For more details see [FP20,
Section 2] and the references therein.
Order the eigenvalues of BG by their absolute value to get
d− 1 = |ν1| ≥ |ν2| ≥ . . . ≥
∣∣∣ν2(N)s∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ν2(N)s+1∣∣∣ = . . . = ∣∣∣νd(N)s∣∣∣ = 1. (8.1)
We let ν (G) def= |ν2| denote the largest absolute value of a non-trivial eigenvalue. If (N)s ≥ 2 then
ν (G) ∈ [√d− 1, d− 1]. Notice that if ν (G) > √d− 1, in which case ν2 is real, then
µ (G) = ν (G) +
d− 1
ν (G)
. (8.2)
Our immediate goal is to bound ν (G) from above. The trace of the tth power B tG of the
Hashimoto matrix BG is equal to the number of cyclically non–backtracking closed walks of length
t in G. As every edge in G is directed and corresponds to one of σ1, . . . , σr, a cyclically non-
backtracking closed oriented path of length t corresponds to a cyclically reduced word of length t in{
σ±11 , . . . , σ
±1
r
}
. In other words, every such path corresponds to w (σ1, . . . , σr) where w ∈ F = Fr
is cyclically reduced and of length t. Denote the set of cyclically reduced words of length t in Fr by
CRt (Fr). The number of closed paths corresponding to a given such w is equal to the number of CRt (Fr)
s-tuples in ([N ])s fixed by w (σ1, . . . , σr)SN . Denote by χs the (reducible) character corresponding
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to this permutation-representation of SN . Then the number of closed paths in G corresponding to
w is χs (w (σ1, . . . , σr)). We have:
d·(N)s∑
i=1
ν ti = tr
(
B tG
)
=
∑
w∈CRt(Fr)
χs (w (σ1, . . . , σr)) . (8.3)
There is an exact formula for the number of such words:
Proposition 8.1. [Man11, Prop. 17.2] The number of cyclically reduced words of length t in Fr is
|CRt (Fr)| = (2r − 1)t + r + (−1)t (r − 1) .
So if t is even, |CRt (Fr)| = (d− 1)t + (d− 1). In addition, if t is even, for every real eigenvalue
νi, the summand ν ti is positive. Since every non-real eigenvalue νi lies on
{
z ∈ C : |z| = √d− 1},
the summand ν ti in this case has real part at least −
√
d− 1t. Recall also that there is a trivial
eigenvalue ν1 = d − 1 and that (at least) (N)s · (d− 2) + 1 out of the (N)s · d eigenvalues are ±1.
Hence, for t even we have
tr
(
B tG
)
= (d− 1)t +
2(N)s−1∑
i=2
νi
t + (N)s · (d− 2) + 1.
Taking real parts we have
Re
[
ν2 (Γ)
t] = tr (B tG)− (d− 1)t − 2(N)s−1∑
i=3
Re
[
νi
t
]− (N)s · (d− 2)− 1
≤
 ∑
w∈CRt(Fr)
χs (w (σ1, . . . , σr))
− (d− 1)t + 2 (N)s√d− 1t − (N)s (d− 2)− 1
Prop. 8.1
=
 ∑
w∈CRt(Fk)
[χs (w (σ1, . . . , σr))− 1]
+ d− 1 + 2 (N)s√d− 1t − (N)s (d− 2)− 1
N≥S
≤
 ∑
w∈CRt(Fk)
[χs (w (σ1, . . . , σr))− 1]
+ 2 (N)s√d− 1t.
Taking expectations we obtain
E
[
Re
[
ν2 (Γ)
t]] ≤
 ∑
w∈CRt(Fk)
(Ew [χs]− 1)
+ 2 (N)s√d− 1t. (8.4)
We can finally use our main results from the current paper. For N ≥ s, the action of SN on
([N ])s is transitive, and so the expected number of fixed points is 〈χs, 1〉 = 1. Corollary 1.4 therefore
gives
Ew [χs]− 1 = 〈χs, ξ1 − 1〉 · |Crit (w)|
Npi(w)−1
+O
(
1
Npi(w)
)
. (8.5)
To proceed, we estimate the number of words in CRt (Fr) of a given primitivity rank, and then
provide a bound of the big-O term in (8.5) in a uniform manner across all words of a given length
and a given primitivity rank. The first of these tasks is given by [Pud15]:
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Theorem 8.2. [Pud15, Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 8.2] For every r ≥ 2 and m ∈ {1, . . . , r},
lim sup
t→∞
 ∑
w∈CRt(Fr) : pi(w)=m
|Crit(w)|
1/t = max (√2r − 1, 2m− 1) . (8.6)
Remark 8.3. These counting results in [Pud15] are stated for reduced, but not necessarily cyclically
reduced, words. However, the proof also applies to the slightly smaller set of cyclically reduced
words, and, besides, we only use here the inequality ≤ which obviously follows from the original
statements in [Pud15]. We also remark that for m ∈ {2, . . . , r}, the equality (8.6) holds with
ordinary limit instead of limsup, and for m = 1, it holds with ordinary limit on even values of t.
Theorem 8.2 does not cover the cases pi (w) = 0 and pi (w) = ∞. But pi (w) = 0 if and only if
w = 1 so this is irrelevant in CRt (Fr). The other case, pi (w) =∞, holds if and only if w is primitive,
in which case Ew [χs] = Eunif [χs] = 1, so these words contribute nothing to the summation (8.4).
(The exponential growth rate of primitive words is 2r − 3 – see [PW14].)
The second task, of a uniform bound on the big-O term in Corollary 1.4 and in (8.5), is given
by the following proposition.
Proposition 8.4. Let f ∈ A be a class function. Then there are constants A,D ≥ 1 such that for
every word of length t, and any N > (At)2,∣∣∣∣Ew [f ]− 〈f, 1〉 − 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉 · |Crit(w)|Npi(w)−1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (A · t)2pi(w)+2D
Npi(w)−1 ·
(
N − (At)2
) . (8.7)
We first prove a version of Proposition 8.4 for the monomials ξα11 · · · ξαkk – see Lemma 8.6. Using
the notation of Section 7, recall that Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
= Φηα1,...,αk , and that Φη =
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(η) L
B
η2 .
By Proposition 6.6 and Corollary 6.7, the functions Φη and LBη are equal to a rational expression
in N (with rational coefficients) for every large enough N . In particular, these functions are given
by power series in 1N . We shall use the following lemma.
Lemma 8.5. Let η : Γ → XB be a B-surjective morphism of multi core graphs. Assume that
|V (Γ)| ≤ T and that |E (Γ)| ≤ T . Then the coefficient of Nχ(Γ)−p in the power series expansion of
LBη (N) is bounded in absolute value by T 2p.
Proof. By proposition 6.9,
LBη (N) =
∑
t≥0
∑
j0≥0;j1,...,jt≥1
(−1)t+
∑t
i=0 ji [V (Γ)]ηj0 · [E(Γ)]
η
j1
· ... · [E(Γ)]ηjt Nχ(Γ)−
∑t
i=0 ji .
The coefficient of Nχ(Γ)−p is thus
bp
def
=
∑
t≥0
∑
j0≥0;j1,...,jt≥1:
∑
ji=p
(−1)t+
∑
ji [V (Γ)]ηj0 · [E(Γ)]
η
j1
· ... · [E(Γ)]ηjt . (8.8)
We proceed by induction on p and ignore the signs in (8.8). For p = 0, b0 = 1. Note that
[V (Γ)]ηj , [E(Γ)]
η
j ≤
(
T
2
)j
≤ T
2j
2j
,
since any permutation counted by these numbers is the product of j cycles of length 2, and the
number of vertices and edges of the graph is bounded by T . Therefore, the t = 0 term of (8.8) is
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bounded by T
2p
2p . For t ≥ 1 we put aside the term [E(Γ)]ηjt to obtain
bp =
T 2p
2p
+
p∑
j=1
[E(Γ)]ηj ·
∑
t≥1
∑
j0≥0;j1,...,jt−1≥1:
∑
ji=p−j
(−1)t+j+
∑
ji [V (Γ)]ηj0 · [E(Γ)]
η
j1
· ... · [E(Γ)]ηjt−1
=
T 2p
2p
+
p∑
j=1
[E(Γ)]ηj · (−1)j bp−j .
By induction we get
|bp| ≤ T
2p
2p
+
p∑
j=1
[E(Γ)]ηj · |bp−j | ≤
T 2p
2p
+
p∑
j=1
T 2j
2j
· T 2p−2j = T 2p ·
 1
2p
+
p∑
j=1
1
2j
 = T 2p.
Lemma 8.6. Let w ∈ CRt (Fr) and fix k ≥ 1 and α1, . . . , αk ≥ 0, not all zeros. Let T = t ·
∑
iαi
denote the number of edges and the number of vertices in the multi core graph Γα1,...,αk (w) and let
D =
∑
αi denote the number of connected components in this graph. Then, for all N > T 2,∣∣∣∣Ew [ξα11 · · · ξαkk ]− 〈ξα11 · · · ξαkk , 1〉− 〈ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1〉 · |Crit(w)|Npi(w)−1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ T 2pi(w)+2DNpi(w)−1 · (N − T 2) .
Proof. By Proposition 6.6 and Corollary 6.7, Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
is equal to a rational expression in
N with rational coefficients for large enough N (in fact, N ≥ T suffices), and by Theorem 1.3 its
degree is zero. In particular, it is equal to a power series in 1N . Denote
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
∞∑
p=0
ap
Np
.
By Theorem 1.3, a0 =
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , 1
〉
, a1 = . . . = api(w)−2 = 0, and api(w)−1 =
〈
ξα11 · · · ξαkk , ξ1 − 1
〉 ·
|Crit (w)|. In this notation, our goal is to bound ∑∞p=pi(w) apNp . We claim that for every p ≥ pi (w)
we have |ap| ≤ T 2p+2D. Assuming this inequality,
∞∑
p=pi(w)
ap
Np
≤
∞∑
p=pi(w)
T 2p+2D
Np
=
T 2pi(w)+2D
Npi(w)
· 1
1− T 2N
=
T 2pi(w)+2D
Npi(w)−1 · (N − T 2) ,
as required. It remains to prove that |ap| ≤ T 2p+2D. Assume without loss of generality that
ηα1,...,αk : Γα1,...,αk → XB is onto – otherwise, work in a free factor of Fr generated by a suitable
subset of B. As
Ew
[
ξα11 · · · ξαkk
]
=
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(ηα1,...,αk)
LBη2 . (8.9)
For every decomposition (η1, η2) as in (8.9), Im (η1) has at most T vertices and at most T edges, so
by Lemma 8.5,
LBη2 (N) ≤ Nχ(Im(η1))
∞∑
q=0
T 2q
N q
.
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In particular, the coefficient of N−p is T 2p+2χ(Imη1) or 0 if χ (Imη1) < −p. Summing these over all
decompositions gives
|ap| ≤
0∑
c=−p
∑
(η1,η2)∈DecompB(ηα1,...,αk) : χ(Im(η1))=c
T 2p+2c.
≤
0∑
c=−p
(
T
2
)D−c
· T 2p+2c ≤
0∑
c=−p
T 2D−2c
2D−c
· T 2p+2c = T 2D+2p · 2−D
0∑
c=−p
2c ≤ T 2D+2p,
where the second inequality is by Proposition 5.7 and the fact that Γα1,...,αk has D components.
Proof of Proposition 8.4. By definition, every f ∈ A is a finite linear combination of the form
f =
∑
k,α1,...,αk
βα1,...,αkξ
α1
1 · · · ξαkk (8.10)
with βα1,...,αk ∈ R. All the terms in the bounded expression in (8.7) are linear, so it is bounded by
the corresponding linear combinations of bounds from Lemma 8.6. Set D to the maximal value of∑
αi over the non-vanishing monomials in (8.10), and A0 to be the maximal value of
∑
iαi. Then∣∣∣∣Ew [f ]− 〈f, 1〉 − 〈f, ξ1 − 1〉 · |Crit(w)|Npi(w)−1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
k,α1,...,αk
|βα1,...,αk | ·
(Aot)
2pi(w)+2D
Npi(w)−1 ·
(
N − (Aot)2
)
≤ (At)
2pi(w)+2D
Npi(w)−1 ·
(
N − (At)2
)
with A = Ao ·max
(∑
k,α1,...,αk
|βα1,...,αk | , 1
)
.
We now have all the ingredients needed to prove Theorem 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Recall our notation of χs from the beginning of this section and that
〈χs, 1〉 = 1. The value of 〈χs, ξ1 − 1〉 is s: this is a suitable Kostka number [Sta99, Proposition
7.18.7], but any constant suffices for our needs. From Proposition 8.4 it now follows that there are
A,D ≥ 1 with
Ew [χs] ≤ 1 + 1
Npi(w)−1
(
s · |Crit(w)|+ (At)
2pi(w)+2D
N −A2t2
)
.
We now bound the summation from (8.4) (see also Remark 8.3):∑
w∈CRt(Fk)
(Ew [χs]− 1) =
r∑
m=1
∑
w∈CRt(Fk) : pi(w)=m
(Ew [χs]− 1)
≤
r∑
m=1
1
Nm−1
∑
w∈CRt(Fk) : pi(w)=m
(
s · |Crit(w)|+ (At)
2pi(w)+2D
N −A2t2
)
≤
r∑
m=1
1
Nm−1
∑
w∈CRt(Fk) : pi(w)=m
s · |Crit(w)|
(
1 +
(At)2r+2D
N −A2t2
)
=
(
1 +
(At)2r+2D
N −A2t2
)
s
r∑
m=1
1
Nm−1
∑
w∈CRt(Fk) : pi(w)=m
|Crit(w)|
Thm 8.2≤
(
1 +
(At)2r+2D
N −A2t2
)
s
r∑
m=1
1
Nm−1
[
max
(√
2r − 1, 2m− 1)+ ε]t ,
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where the last inequality holds for every ε > 0 and every large enough t. So under the same
assumptions on ε and t, we get from (8.4)
E
[
Re
[
ν2 (G)
t]] ≤ 2 (N)s√d− 1t +
(
1 +
(At)2r+2D
N −A2t2
)
s
r∑
m=1
1
Nm−1
[
max
(√
2r − 1, 2m− 1)+ ε]t .
(8.11)
We will soon take t to be a function of N so that as N → ∞, N1/t → c for a constant c specified
below. Then for every ε > 0 and every large enough N ,(
1 +
(At)2r+2D
N −A2t2
)
s · 2 (r + 1) ≤ (1 + ε)t .
Because the right hand side of (8.11) is at most (r + 1) times the maximal summand (among the
r + 1 summands), we get that for every ε > 0 and large enough N ,
E
[
Re
[
ν2 (G)
t]] ≤[
(1 + ε) ·max
({
N s/t
√
d− 1
}
∪
{
2m− 1
N (m−1)/t
∣∣∣∣ 2m− 1 ∈ [√d− 1, d− 1]})]t , (8.12)
where we used the observation that if 2m− 1 < √d− 1 then the term corresponding to m in (8.11)
is
√
d−1t
N(m−1) , and is thus strictly smaller than the first term 2 (N)s
√
d− 1t. A simple analysis yields
that, at least for large values of d, the optimal value of t = t (N) is such that
N1/t → e 2e√d−1
as N →∞. Whenever 2m− 1 ∈ [√d− 1, d− 1], write m = β√d− 1 with β > 12 . If N1/t → e 2e√d−1
then
2m− 1
N (m−1)/t
=
2β
√
d− 1− 1(
N1/t
)β√d−1−1 < N1/t√d− 1 · 2β(
N1/t
)β√d−1
≈ N1/t√d− 1 · 2β
e2β/e
≤ N1/t√d− 1,
where the last inequality follows as 2β
e2β/e
≤ 1 with equality if and only if β = e/2. Therefore, with
this value of t, we obtain from (8.12) that for every ε > 0,
E
[
Re
[
ν2 (G)
t]] ≤ [(1 + ε) · √d− 1 ·N s/t]t ≈ [(1 + ε) · √d− 1 · e 2se√d−1 ]t
for every large enough N . Recall that if ν2 (G) is non-real, then it has absolute value
√
d− 1, and
so we always have Re
[
ν2 (G)
t] ≥ −√d− 1t for t even. Therefore, for x = 2s
e
√
d−1 ,
Prob
{
ν (G) ≥ (1 + 2ε) · ex√d− 1
}
·
[
(1 + 2ε) ex
√
d− 1
]t−√d− 1t ≤ E [Re [ν2 (G)t]] ≤ [(1 + ε) ex√d− 1]t ,
which yields that for every ε > 0
Prob
{
ν (G) ≥ (1 + 2ε) · √d− 1 · ex
}
→
N→∞
0.
Finally, by (8.2), when ν (G) >
√
d− 1, we have that µ (G) = ν (G)+ d−1ν(G) , and as ex+e−x < 2ex
2/2
for x > 0, we conclude that
Prob
{
µ (G) ≥ 2√d− 1 · e
2s2
e2(d−1)
}
→
N→∞
0.
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Remark 8.7. For a fixed value of r (or equivalently d), our bound on µ (G) gets weaker as s grows.
Assuming Conjecture 1.8, we could improve this bound to be independent of s. Indeed, we could
decompose the character χs into a sum of irreducible characters. Each character of degree θ (Nm)
corresponds to O(Nm) eigenvalues, and if indeed Ew [χ] = O(Nm(1−pi(w))), we could choose t sep-
arately for each m, such that Nm/t → e 2e√d−1 , and obtain the bound ν (G) < √d− 1 · e 2e√d−1
a.a.s.
A The ring of class functions
Recall that for any N and any permutation σ ∈ SN , ξk (σ) denotes the number of fixed points of
σk, and at (σ) denotes the number of t-cycles in σ. As in Section 1, we consider A = Q [ξ1, ξ2, . . .],
the ring of formal polynomials in the countably many variables ξk. Every element of A is a class
function defined on SN for every N . Note that as class functions on SN ,
ξk =
∑
t|k
t · at.
Therefore, A can be equivalently defined as A = Q [a1, a2, . . .]. The following proposition shows
that for any f, g ∈ A, the inner product 〈f, g〉SN stabilizes for large enough N , and therefore our
definition in Section 1 of 〈f, g〉 (as the constant value obtained for large N) makes sense.
Proposition A.1. For every two class functions f, g ∈ A, and for all large enough N , 〈f, g〉SN is
independent of N .
Proof. By the previous paragraph, f and g are equal to polynomials in the at’s. Thus, it is enough
to prove the proposition when f and g are monomials in the at’s. Note that 〈f, g〉SN = 〈fg, 1〉SN ,
so it is enough to show that for every monomial m in the at’s, 〈m, 1〉SN stabilizes. But [DS94,
Theorem 7] states that for every b1, . . . , bk ∈ Z≥0, and for every8 N ≥
∑k
t=1 tbt〈
ab11 · · · abkk , 1
〉
SN
=
k∏
t=1
E
[
Zbtt
]
,
where Zt is Poisson with parameter 1t . In particular,
〈
ab11 · · · abkk , 1
〉
SN
is constant for N ≥∑kt=1 tbt.
It is well known that there is a natural correspondence between partitions λ of N and irreducible
representations of SN . We denote the character corresponding to λ by χλ. Recall our notation from
Section 1 and particularly Section 1.3 of |λ| (the sum of blocks in λ), of χλ (ρ) where ρ ` |λ| (the
value of χλ on partitions with cycle structure ρ) and of zλ
def
=
∏
r r
αrαr!, where λ has αr parts of size
r. Also recall from Section 1 that every partition λ gives rise to a family of irreducible characters
χ = {χN}N≥|λ|+λ1 , and that Ŝ∞ denotes the family of such families of irreducible characters.
Proposition A.2. Every χ ∈ Ŝ∞ corresponds to an element of A, namely, χN and this element
of A coincide as class functions on SN for every N ≥ |λ| + λ1. Moreover, the elements of A
corresponding to the elements of Ŝ∞ constitute a linear basis of A.
Proof. Our proof relies on results from [Mac98]. For a partition λ, denote by `(λ) the number of
parts in λ. If ρ ` k and σ ` m, denote by ρ∪σ the partition of m+k obtained at the disjoint union
8There is a typo in the original statement of [DS94, Theorem 7], where it says N ≥∑kt=1 tat instead.
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of parts of ρ and σ. Also denote(
a
λ
)
def
=
∏
r
(
ar
αr (λ)
)
=
∏
r
ar · (ar − 1) · · · (ar − αr (λ) + 1)
αr (λ)!
,
where αr (λ) is the number of parts of size r in λ. Now let χ = {χN}N≥|λ|+λ1 ∈ Ŝ∞ be the family
of irreducible characters corresponding to the partition λ. According to [Mac98, Example I.7.14],
for every N ≥ |λ|+ λ1, the class function χN on SN is equal to
χN =
∑
ρ,σ : |ρ|+|σ|=|λ|
(−1)`(σ) · χλ (ρ ∪ σ)
zσ
·
(
a
ρ
)
, (A.1)
where the sum is over all partitions ρ and σ, including the empty partitions (of 0), with |ρ|+|σ| = |λ|.
See Example A.4 below. In particular, (A.1) shows that indeed χ coincides with a certain element
of A for every N ≥ |λ|+ λ1.
Now fix k ∈ N, and consider all partitions {λ ` q | 0 ≤ q ≤ k}. The number of such partitions is
p (0) + p (1) + . . . + p (k). For large enough N , all these partitions give rise to distinct irreducible
characters of SN , and are, in particular, linearly independent class functions. On the other hand,
the formula (A.1) shows that as elements in A, they are spanned by the monomials
am11 a
m2
2 · · · amkk
with m1 + 2m2 + . . . + kmk ≤ k. These are precisely the possible cycle-structures of elements in
S0, S1, . . . , Sk, and therefore there are p (0) +p (1) + . . .+p (k) such monomials, which span a linear
subspace of A of dimension p (0) + p (1) + . . .+ p (k). We conclude that this subspace is spanned by
the χ ∈ Ŝ∞ corresponding to λ with |λ| ≤ k, and thus that the elements in Ŝ∞ form a linear basis
of A.
Remark A.3. Proposition A.2 yields that every class function f ∈ A is a linear combination of the
elements of Ŝ∞. Together with the orthogonality of irreducible characters, this gives another proof
of Proposition A.1.
We end this appendix by illustrating how the formula (A.1) works.
Example A.4. Consider the partition λ = (1), of a single element. It gives rise to the family of
irreducible characters in the second row of Table 1. The character χ1 is the trivial character on the
trivial group S1. In the sum (A.1), (ρ;σ) are either (1; ∅) or (∅; 1), and
χN =
(−1)0 · 1
1
(
a
1
)
+
(−1)1 · 1
1
(
a
0
)
= a1 − 1 = ξ1 − 1.
Next, consider the partition λ = (1, 1). It gives rise to the family of irreducible characters in
the fourth row of Table 1. The character χ1,1 is the sign character on S2. In the sum (A.1), (ρ;σ)
are either (2; ∅), (1, 1; ∅), (1; 1), (∅; 1, 1) or (∅; 2), and so
χN =
(−1)0 · (−1)
1
(
a
2
)
+
(−1)0 · 1
1
(
a
1, 1
)
+
(−1)1 · 1
1
(
a
1
)
+
(−1)2 · 1
2
(
a
0
)
+
(−1)1 · (−1)
2
(
a
0
)
= −
(
a2
1
)
+
(
a1
2
)
−
(
a1
1
)
+
1
2
+
1
2
=
(a1 − 1) (a1 − 2)
2
− a2.
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B Norm of morphisms: the proof of Theorem 5.4
In this final section we prove Theorem 5.4 which shows how the norm and the B-norm of a morphism
are, in principle, identical. More concretely, if η : Γ → ∆ is a morphism of B-labeled multi core
graphs, Σ = Im (η) and Γ
η // // Σ 
 ι // ∆ is the decomposition of η to a surjective and an injective
morphisms, then
‖η‖ = ‖η‖B + [χ (Σ)− χ (∆)] . (B.1)
The following proof generalizes the ideas in [Pud14, Section 3], which dealt only with connected
core graphs.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Clearly, any component ∆′ of ∆ which does not meet η (Γ), adds −χ (∆′)
to both sides of (B.1), so we may ignore such components altogether and assume that Im (η) meets
every component of ∆.
Recall Definition 5.2, and consider the set of all possible sequences(
β1, . . . , β‖η‖
)
: β‖η‖ ◦ . . . ◦ β1 = η (B.2)
of length ‖η‖ of immediate moprhisms, such that the composition of the sequence gives η. For each
such sequence, consider a sequence of non-negative integers(
h1, . . . , h‖η‖
)
,
defined as the number of edges in the codomain of βi not covered by edges from its domain. Namely,
,if βi : Σi−1 → Σi, then hi = |E (Σi)| − |E (Imβi)|. There are two observations to be made now:
• hi = 0 if and only if βi is B-surjective, if and only if βi also corresponds to a “merging step”
corresponding to the B-norm from Definition 5.1.
• hi > 0 if and only if βi is B-injective.
In the case of an immediate morphism of the first type (of the two types described in Definition
5.2), these observations are explained in [Pud14, Section 3]. The reasoning in the case of immediate
morphisms of the second type is very similar.
Among all sequences as in (B.2), consider one with minimal corresponding integer sequence with
respect to the lexicographic order. We will next prove that in such a sequence it is impossible to have
hi > 0 and hi+1 = 0. This will imply that η can be obtained as a sequence (β1, . . . , βk) of merging-
steps from Definition 5.1, followed by a sequence
(
βk+1, . . . , β‖η‖
)
of embeddings. This break-up of
η thus exactly corresponds to the decomposition Γ
η // // Σ 
 ι // ∆ of η to a surjective η and an
injective ι. So ‖η‖B ≤ k = ‖η‖, and knowing the converse inequality from (5.2), we get ‖η‖B = k.
As ι is injective, it is also free (Proposition 4.3(1)), and by Lemma 5.3, ‖ι‖ = χ (Σ)− χ (∆). All in
all
‖η‖ = k + ‖ι‖ = ‖η‖B + χ (Σ)− χ (∆) ,
as required.
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